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Abstract 
This thesis describes our approach towards natural language response gener-
ation for mixed-initiative dialogs of human-human interactions in the CUHK 
Restaurants domain. We have implemented an interactive restaurant dia-
log system which can generate cooperative and natural responses for a given 
user's request. We aim to reduce the amount of handcrafting in the develop-
ment of spoken dialog systems. We used Belief Networks (BNs) to automate 
ideiitification of communicative goal based on input concept categories, fol-
lowed by the application of the corpus-derived dialog state transition rules 
and hand-designed text generation templates, to generate a system response. 
Performance evaluation indicates that our system achieved promising results 
oil task completion rate, Grice's maxims and perceived user satisfaction. 
In order to increase the portability and scalability of our system，we 
also described a methodology to segment user requests and system responses 
into individual utterances automatically. Results show that the automatic 
segmented utterances are comparable to those segmented manually. 
To reduce the manual work involved in hancl-designing the text templates: 
we adopted to use a semi-automatic approach of grammar induction to cap-
ture the semantic and syntactic structures of responses from our training 
i 
corpus. We found that the semi-automatically-induced response templates 
covers more than 50% of the hand-designed templates. The grammar de-
velopment effort is reduced and the variability of response realization is in-
creased despite degradation in templates coverage. Performance evaluation 
on the system using semi-automatically-induced response templates shows 
that the task completion rate is comparable to that of using hand-designed 
response templates. The scores for most of the Grice's maxims and user 
satisfaction are significantly better than the average score 3. 
ii 
摘要 





的(Task Goal)和意向(Dialog Act)，再根據一些從文獻中歸納出來的對話形 
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Computers play an important role in our lives. They are no longer solely 
devices for processing numerical data, graphing charts or even editing docu-
ments. With the rapid growth of information technology, people can interact 
with computers to assess information and communicate with others via the 
Internet. Among the different modes of communication, speech is the most 
natural and intuitive way for humans to communicate with computers. Spo-
ken dialog systems make it possible for us to interact with computers using 
speech. They are likely to be of great importance in the future development 
of computer technology. They will be adopted by large numbers of people 
in the information age. Spoken dialog systems can support human-computer 
interaction in a natural way that requires no special training. Spoken com-
munications are especially crucial for situation when the users are hands/eyes 
busy or speech is the primarily audio channel. The use of natural language 
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'Ny Natural Language ASR  
Understanding (NLU) ^ ~ 
Figure 1.1: Architecture of a spoken dialog system, referenced from [4. 
will be an important element in facilitating communication between humans 
and computers. 
Mixed-initiative spoken dialog systems (MI-SDS) are becoming increas-
ingly sophisticated in handling human-computer interactions that allow both 
parties to influence the dialog flow. Examples include MERCURY [1] and 
IBM [13] in air travel domain, ISIS [3] in stocks and foreign exchanges do-
mains etc. 
Figure 1.1 depicts the architecture of a spoken dialog system (SDSs) [4. 
The main components include an automatic speech recognizer (ASR), a nat-
ural language understanding (NLU) module, a dialog manager, a natural 
language generation (NLG) module and a text-to-speech (TTS) synthesizer. 
The user's input utterance is first recognized from speech to a sequence of 
words in textual form. The NLU module interprets the meaning of the text 
and finds the communicative goal which refers to the speaker's intention and 
initiative. The dialog manager models the flow of conversation. The NLG 
module decides what and how to respond as well as converts the meaningful 
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representation to natural language. The TTS synthesizer then converts the 
text into speech that is spoken out by the system. 
Natural Language Generation is the critical component for the overall 
usability and perceived intelligence of the SDSs. NLG technique is used to 
determine what concepts to include and how to realize them in words. With 
advances in language generation technology, computers can generate coop-
erative and coherent system outputs which are tailored to the user's infor-
mation needs. Recent advances in automatic speech recognition and natural 
language understanding enable the SDS to handle increasingly complex user 
inputs. Therefore, there are increasing efforts devoted towards response gen-
eration (RG) that can generate cooperative and natural responses. Response 
generation is not an easy problem. The relevancy or validity of the gen-
erated response highly depends on the classification of user utterance into 
proper category under appropriate concept. Response generation in mixed-
initiative dialogue system is a much more challenging task than it is for a 
strictly system-initiated model. It is because the system must be able to 
respond to any of the user's request appropriately. 
1.2 Thesis Goals 
In this thesis, we will investigate the model for cooperative response gener-
ation in mixed-initiative dialog. Our study was based on the human-human 
dialogs in the CUHK Restaurants domain. Our long-term goal is to develop a 
corpus-driven approach for response generation so as to reduce manual work 
involved. 
3 
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We applied Belief Networks to identify the communicative goal of a user's 
request. We used task goal (TG) and dialog act (DA) to characterize the 
communicative goal. Task goal is the domain-specific goal of the user's re-
quest and dialog act is the communicative intention of the user. A set of 
dialog state transition rules was derived from the training corpus to gov-
ern the transition from requests to responses. The dialog states of requests 
and responses were represented as variable pairs {TG, DA} and each dialog 
state transition rule was in the form of {TG, DA}request — {TG, DA} response • 
These rules encode the communication goal(s) and initiatives of the request 
or response. We hand-designed a set of text generation templates to asso-
ciate with those response dialog states. The templates specified sentential 
structures that could incorporate appropriate semantic concept categories to 
generate a coherent system response. 
In order to increase the portability and scalability of our system, we also 
described a methodology to automatically segment user requests and system 
responses into individual utterances. Our automatic utterance segmentation 
process involves tokenization, part-of-speech tagging, language parsing and 
top-down generalized representation transformation. The top-down general-
ized representation is the simplified representations of parse trees and they 
capture syntactic structures of sentences. We have devised a set of top-down 
generalized representations from corpus. We can determine if a request will 
be segmented based on its associated top-down generalized representation. 
To reduce the manual work involved in hand-designing the text generation 
templates, we adopted a semi-automatic approach for grammar induction to 
capture the semantic and syntactic structures of responses from our training 
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corpus. Our goal is to devise a set of semi-automatically-induced response 
templates from the induced grammars. Since adapting this approach to new 
domains and even new languages is relatively simple, the development of 
spoken dialog system can be more scalable and portable. 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes studies of natural 
language generation and previous work in natural langauge response gen-
eration. Chapter 3 details our task domain and the use of Belief network 
for communicative goal identification. Chapter 4 introduces an automatic 
utterance segmentation methodology for requests and responses. Chapter 5 
presents our approach towards natural language response generation, fol-
lowed by further discussing an automatic approach for response templates 





Spoken dialog systems should be able to generate coherent and cooperative 
responses that tailor to the user's information needs. The response should 
be concise and can address user problems. A great deal of effort has been 
devoted towards response generation. In this chapter, we will discuss main 
tasks of natural language generation. We will also present some previous 
applications and approaches related to natural language response generation. 
2.1 Natural Language Generation 
Natural language generation (NLG) is one of the major component of spoken 
dialog systems. It involves the study of human langauge behavior. Reiter and 
Dale [6] described NLG as "a subfield of artificial intelligence and computa-
tional linguistics that is concerned with building computer software systems 
that can produce meaningful texts in English or other human languages, from 
some non-linguistic representation of information". In other words, natural 
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langauge generation is concerned with the mapping of communication goal to 
some surface utterance that satisfies the goal. The tasks for natural language 
generation involve text planning, sentence planning and text realization de-
scribed as follows [5]: 
1. Text planning includes content determination and discourse structur-
ing. Content determination is to decide what information should be 
included in the generated text and extract this information from the 
knowledge base of an application. Discourse structuring is to organize 
the contents into an order that is coherent and understandable, and 
that meets the applicant's communicative goals. 
2. Sentence planning includes lexicalization, aggregation, and referring ex-
pression generation. Lexicalization is to choose the particular words or 
phrases that are required to communicate the specified content. Ag-
gregation is to decide how parts of the text should be combined into 
sentence-sized chunks. Referring expression generation is to select a 
pronoun or phrase that will identify an entity in the current context. 
3. Text realization maps the underlying content of text to a grammatically 
correct sentence that expresses the desired meaning. 
2.1.1 Template-based Approach 
A template is a predefined form that is filled by information specified by either 
the user or the system at run time. In IBM's flight information system [13], 
templates with references to variables are used for surface generation. For 
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example, a word prefixed by "$" represents a variable reference as shown 
below: 
There is a flight on $AIRLINE arriving from $SOURCE at $ARRIVAL_TIME 
Template-based approach is the simplest since it requires less linguistic in-
formation and provides fast generation. However, it is hard to maintain and 
reuse, and the generated sentences lack variability. Nevertheless, using tem-
plates for language generation is a cost-effective solution in the early stage 
of prototyping. Therefore, we will use this simple approach as our starting 
point for initial implementation of our spoken dialog system. 
2.1.2 Rule-based Approach 
Rule-based approach involves designing grammar rules to be used in text 
generation. In the MERCURY flight reservation system [1], surface form 
generation is carried out by the GENESIS [21] generation server. It uses 
a set of rules that controls the sequencing of words and phrases to produce 
well-formed English sentence. The improved Genesis-II [22, 23, 24] can bridge 
non-linguistic and linguistic generation. The linguistic catalogue provides a 
lexicon, a grammar, and a list of rewrite rules, which together control the 
string generation for frames. A user query is first parsed into a hierarchical 
linguistic structure called "semantic frame", which is then converted into a 
flattened e-form to represent the facts contained in users' queries. A set of 
grammar rules is used to govern the generation of English string from the 
e-form. By executing the rules and referencing a lexicon, the surface form is 
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produced from a hierarchical semantic frame. It supports the development 
of template-like rules for simple domains and the construction of linguistic 
rules for complex domains. 
Comparing with template-based language generation, rule-based approach 
has greater generality and more sophisticated. But it requires larger amount 
of linguistic knowledge. 
2.1.3 Statistical Approach 
Statistical approach is to use statistical means, especially stochastic mod-
els, for generation. Statistics from a corpus can be used to disambiguate or 
rank candidates for surface generation [11]. Oh and Rudnicky [7] proposed 
a corpus-based approach to natural language generation. They built a bi-
gram model of attributes for content planning, and used an n-gram language 
model to stochastically generate each utterance for surface realization. The 
first model predicts the number of attributes in the system utterance given 
the utterance class using the probability distribution, and then predicts the 
attributes given the attributes in the previous user utterance. The second 
model uses n-gram to determine the most probable sequence of words for 
each utterance class. In Nitrogen [9], it combines symbolic rules with lin-
guistic information gathered statistically from text corpora. It is actually 
a generation system that computes word lattices from a meaning represen-
tation. A corpus-based statistical ranker is used to extract the best path 
from the lattice as output. The generation algorithm is that the abstract 
meaning representation is transformed into word lattices by keyword-based 
grammar rules. The rules map semantic and syntactic roles to grammati-
9 
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cal word lattices. Duboue and McKeown [8] presented a method to acquire 
content selection rules automatically from a corpus of text and associated 
semantics. A set of text and associated knowledge base pairs is used as in-
put. Statistical selection is used to infer rules from indirect observations from 
data. 
The text generated using a statistical approach is more flexible and scal-
able when compared with template-based and rule-based approaches. It also 
reduces the need for linguistic knowledge. But we need to ensure there is 
sufficient amount of data. 
2.1.4 Hybrid Approach 
It is to combine two different approaches and aimed at capitalizing on their 
strengths and minimizing their weaknesses. Galley et al. [10] proposed a 
hybrid approach for natural langauge generation which combines both rule-
based and stochastic models. Sentences generated by the rule-based system 
are rated by the n-gram grammar and those unlikely expansions would be 
pruned to reduce the search space. Ratnaparkhi [11] presented a hybrid 
statistical and grammar-based system for surface natural language gener-
ation that uses grammar rules, conditions on using those grammar rules, 
and corpus statistics to determine the word order. His idea is that given a 
dependency-like grammar, it generates many word sequences that are consis-
tent with the grammar rules and rule conditions, and uses corpus statistics 
to find the word sequence that most resembles real utterances of people. 
Stent [12] incorporated both template-based and rule-based models. She 
combined the use of templates with the use of grammar and planning in 
10 
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TRIPS [20]. Templates are used to perform surface generation for some sim-
ple behaviors such as turn-taking and grounding acts, while a lexicalized 
grammar is used to perform surface generation for most speech acts [19 . 
This architecture allows incremental and fast generation in a continuous-
speech system. 
Our approach presented in this thesis can be classified as a hybrid ap-
proach. We use corpus statistics to derive rules that can govern transitions 
from requests to responses. Templates are first designed by hand for surface 
realizations in an initial stage. We also incorporate statistic knowledge from 
the corpus to semi-automatically-induce response templates in a later stage. 
2.1.5 Machine Learning Approach 
Artificial Neural Network 
Artificial neural networks (ANNs) [14, 15, 16, 17] mimic the neural struc-
ture of the brain. They consist of a number of highly connected processors 
called nodes or neurons, as shown in Figure 2.1. These neurons receive and 
transfer activation and connected by weighted links. Learning is achieved by 
training the weights (w;) on the interconnections in the network. ANN is a 
classification technique which learns to classify inputs on the basis of training 
examples, without specific rules that describe how the classification is to be 
done. Hammervold [14] explored generation as a classification task whereby 
the representation that describes the intended meaning of the utterance is 
ultimately to be classified into an appropriate surface form. The network 
is able to predict the order of successive words and represents agreement 
11 
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between subject and verb. 
Outputs 
( ) ( ) ( ) Output Layer 
( 2 { J Middle Layer 
Q Q Q 々 一 
Inputs 
Figure 2.1: A typical neural network architecture referenced from [15 . 
2.2 Evaluation Method 
A successful dialog system should be cooperative that the resulting inter-
action is comfortable and helpful to the user. There are a number of mea-
sures and principles to evaluate a spoken dialogue system, such as evaluating 
how well a user can complete a task which requires interaction with a sys-
tem that generates responses, asking users to indicate satisfaction with sys-
tem responses, etc. There is also a commonly known spoken dialog system 
evaluation framework called PARADISE (PARAdigm for Dialogue System 
Evaluation) [25]. It uses satisfaction ratings as indicator of usability. The 
contribution of two potential factors (task success and dialog costs) to user 
satisfaction are calculated using decision-theoretic framework. The dialog 
costs are evaluated in terms of number of dialog turns, task completion time 
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etc. In our work, we used task completion rate, user satisfaction and cooper-
ative principles Grice's Maxims [26], which will be discussed in the following 
section, for evaluation. 
2.2.1 Cooperative Principles 
Grice devised a set of maxims that characterize cooperative responses, known 
as Grice's Maxims [26]. The four maxims are of quality, quantity, relevance 
and manner. By the maxim of quality, speakers are expected to respond 
true statements with adequate evidences. By maxim of quantity, speakers 
are expected to give sufficient information needed. By the maxim of rele-
vance, the response should be relevant to the ongoing conversation. By the 
maxim of manner, the responses should be brief and clear, with no obscurity 
nor ambiguity. These principles are based on the assumption that people 
generally conform when participating in a conversation. 
2.3 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have discussed the tasks for natural language generation. 
Some previous approaches and applications on natural language response 
generation were reviewed. Finally, we have outlined several measures for 
spoken dialog system evaluation. The cooperative principles Grice's Max-
ims are explained and we will use them as our evaluation measure for our 






With the aim to understand the mixed-initiative structure of human-human 
dialogs, we choose to work on the restaurant domain. In the framework of 
our study, communication for every request or response is characterized by 
its concept categories, dialog act(s) and task goal(s). The task goal and 
dialog act of an utterance form the communicative goal of the user. In this 
chapter, we will describe the CUHK Restaurant domain and the use of Belief 
Networks for the communicative goal identification. We have trained a set 
of Belief Networks to infer the task goal and dialog act of customer requests 
automatically. 
14 
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3.1 The CUHK Restaurant Domain 
Our study is based on 260 dialogs in the restaurant domain [27]. Those 
dialogs are collected from websites, books for English learning [28, 29, 30, 
31, 32, 33] and recruited subjects. The dialogs simulate interactions between 
a customer and a waiter in a restaurant. Since this is a service-oriented 
domain, the human-human dialogs involve primarily cooperative responses of 
the waiter. Cooperative waiter responses aim to be appropriate and helpful to 
the customer in the context of the dialogue. We divide the corpus into disjoint 
training and test sets. Table 3.1 presents the distribution of the customer and 
waiter utterances in these two disjoint sets. An example dialog is shown in 
Table 3.2. Each dialog contains several dialog turn pairs of customer request 
and waiter response. The average number of waiter and customer dialog 
turn pairs per dialog is around 5. A customer request or waiter response 
may contain more than one utterance (See the request labeled Customers in 
Table 3.2). 
#ciistomer utterance #waiter utterance #dialogs 
Training set “ 1540 1879 220 
Test set “ 245 297 40 
Total 1785 2176 260 
Table 3.1: Distribution of the customer and waiter utterances. 
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Waiteri： “May I take your order, sir?” 
(numbered w i th CTG.. Request Order Punct_Quest 
dialog turn index) CDA- Request Action Word Pu net—Quest 
T G : ORDER-FOOD DA： OFFER 
Customer2： "Lai ste.“ 
CTG!CDA- DeferPhrase Punct—Period 
TG： Ol jT-OF-DOMA[N(OOD) DA： DEFER 
"Fd like, a fresh ground beef steak.“ 
CTG/CDA- Preference FoocLitem Punct_Period 
TG： ORDER一FOOD DA： PREFER 
Waiter2： “How would you like that done?” 
CTG.. HOW Cook Punet—Quest 
CDA- Wh.Word Cook Punct—Quest 
T G : ORDER—FOOD DA： REQUEST—INFO 
Customer^: “I prefer medium. ” 
Cra/Ci)A： Preference SteakStyle Punct—Period 
TC： OHDIOR-FOOD DA： PREFER 
Waiters： “Anything else, sir?'' 
CTG I CDA- Else Pu net-Quest 
TG： ORDER-FOOD DA： REQUEST_INFO 
“How about mixed vegetables on the side?" 
CTG I CDA- Suggest Food—item Punct_Quest 
T G : ORDER-FOOD DA： SUGGEST 
Customer.i： "No, Ihaf's all'' 
CTC/CDA： NoWord Punct—Period 
TG： OHDEK_F()()D DA： FEEDBACK—NEGATIVE 
Waiter4： “You're welcome.” 
CTG I CDA- Closing Punct—Period 
T G : ORDER—FOOD DA： CLOSE 
Table 3.2: An example dialog in the CUHK Restaurants domain with 
annotated task goals (TG), dialog acts (DA), and the concept categories 
{CTG I CDA)-
16 
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3.2 Task Goals, Dialog Acts, Concept Cate-
gories and Annotation 
Each customer request and waiter response in our training corpus is an-
notated with task goal (TG) and dialog act (DA). The concept categories 
(CTG/CDA), which are associated with task goal and dialog act, are parsed 
using grammar rules. As we can see in Table 3.2, each customer request and 
waiter response is annotated with a TG and a DA, as well as the associated 
concept categories. Details will be discussed in the following sections. 
3.2.1 Task Goals (TGs) and Dialog Acts (DAs) 
The task goal (TG) shows the domain-specific goal of the user's request. 
With reference to the content categories of some English learning books [28, 
29, 30, 31, 32, 33] which describe conversation in restaurants, we found that 
there are 6 main tasks for restaurant interactions. Then we have defined 6 
task goals in the CUHK Restaurants domain. Table 3.3 shows the 6 task 
goals and the detail of the definition. Examples of each task goal are listed 
in Appendix A. 
The dialog act (DA) expresses the primary communicative intention of 
the user's request. We reference the VERBMOBIL-2 [38] scheme for an-
notating DA. The full list of 33 VERBMOBIL-2 dialog acts is shown in 
Appendix B.l. After annotating our entire training corpus with these dialog 
acts, we revise the set of dialog acts by introducing, combining and omitting 
some dialog acts from VERBMOBIL-2 (See Table 3.4). We omit those dialog 
17 
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Task Goals Examples 
ASK_lNFO "When does your restaurant open?” 
BILL “May I have the bill, please?，， 
COMPLAINT “The soup is so cold!，， 
ORDER—FOOD Td like some seafood platter and a salad. ” 
RESERVATION ''A table for four, please. ” 
SERVE “Could I have some toothpicks?" 
Table 3.3: Six task goals corresponding to the CUHK Restaurants domain. 
acts when they are subsumable under other dialog acts, or se ldom or never 
occured in the training data. For example, DIGRESS seldom occurs in the 
training d a t a and FEEDBACK is subsumable under FEEDBACK—POSITIVE or 
FEEDBACK-NEGATIVE. 
Introduced DA Combined DA Omitted DA  
PREFER ACCEPT FEEDBACK—POSITIVE CLARIFY 
REQUEST—INFO DELIBRATE — DEFER DEVIATE—SCENARIO 











Table 3.4: Revision on VERBMOBIL-2 dialog acts. 
Since the waiter always serves the customer in a restaurant, the dialog 
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acts for customer requests may differ from that for waiter responses. For 
example, from the example dialog in Table 3.2，the waiter always offers help 
to the customer by saying "May I help you?，，, while the customer rarely says 
this to the waiter. The customer may state his/her preference by saying 
“I prefer medium.，，, while the waiter will not. In our domain, there are 
14 dialog acts and 16 dialog acts, adapted from VERBMOBIL-2 [38], for 
customer requests and waiter responses respectively. Among these, INFORM 
is a catch-all DA we have inserted for our domain. Table 3.5 and 3.6 show 
some dialog acts for customer responses and waiter responses respectively. 
Detail of the definition and examples of each dialog act for customer requests 
and waiter responses are listed in Appendix C. 
Dialog Acts Examples 
PREFER “I prefer medium. ” 
REQUEST_ACTlON “Bill, please.“ 
REQUEST—INFO "Where is the toilet?” 
REQUEST—SUGGEST "What would you recommend?，， 
Table 3.5: Dialog acts for customer requests in the CUHK Restaurants do-
main. 
Dialog Acts Examples 
APOLOGY ^We're very sorry for the delay.” 
COMMIT 'We will change it for you. ” 
CONFIRM “You have ordered seafood platter. ” 
OFFER “May I help you?” 
Table 3.6: Dialog acts for waiter responses in the CUHK Restaurants domain. 
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3.2.2 Concept Categories { C T G / C D A ) 
CTG are concept categories associated with the corresponding task goal (TG), 
while CDA are those associated with the corresponding dialog act (DA). There 
are 110 semantic concept categories, and 3 syntactic concept categories re-
lating to punctuations^. Table 3.7 illustrates some examples of semantic and 
syntactic concept categories with their corresponding grammar rules. A set 
of handwritten grammar rules is used to parse for concept categories (See 
Appendix D). We use the same set of grammars for inferring both the task 
goal and dialog act of the customer's request. This is different from the 
setup in [39, 40] which used separate grammars to parse for CTG and CDA 
respectively. We combined the grammars in order to promote sharing, avoid 
redundancies and ease further grammar development. Parsing is a two-pass 
procedure. The second pass is simple and serves to unify some categories for 
dialog act (DA) inference. Two more grammar rules are used in the second 
pass, as shown in Table 3.8. 
Concept Category — Terminals 
Bill — settle my bill | bill | ... 
Semantic Preference —> prefer | let me | would like | ... 
Food-Item —> seafood platter | steak | mixed vegetables on the side | ... 
Syntactic Punet—Period . 
Table 3.7: Example grammar rules used to parse for concept categories 
{CTG I CDA) related to task goal (TG) and dialog act (DA) inference. 
iWe may not be able to use punctuation directly for spoken input, but it is possible 
to detect related information from the prosody of utterance. 
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Grammar rules used in the second pass 
Action —> Bill | Reserve | Order | … 
Wh_Word Where | What | Which | . . . 
Table 3.8: Grammar rules used in the second pass to unify concept categories 
for dialog act (DA) inference. 
3.2.3 Utterance Segmentation and Annotation 
Each customer request or waiter response may contain multiple utterances. 
Based on the definition in VERBMOBIL-2 [38]，an utterance is an individual 
unit that corresponds to a task goal and a dialog act. We then automatically 
segmented the customer requests and waiter responses into individual utter-
ances according to the guidelines stated in Appendix E. Details for automatic 
utterance segmentation will be described in Chapter 4. As we can see in the 
example dialog in Figure 3.2, the customer's request at the second dialog 
turn “Let’s see. I'd like a fresh ground beef steak: can be divided into two 
utterances. They are "Let's see. “ and Td like a fresh ground beef steak:，. 
The first utterance is a whole turn with dialog act DEFER. The second ut-
terance corresponds to an independent clause with a finite verb 一 would like, 
and it is classified as a PREFER utterance. Each utterance is annotated with 
a task goal (TG) and a dialog act (DA). Utterances that do not belong to 
one of the six domain-specific goal are treated as OOD (OUT-OF-DOMAIN). 
Concept categories {CTG/CDA) are automatically extracted according to the 
grammar rules such as those described in Table 3.7 and 3.8. 
From our training corpus, we found that a customer request or waiter 
response contains multiple utterances. The task goals of the multiple ut-
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terances are always consistent while the dialog acts are different to reflect 
different intention. Therefore, in the same dialog turn, we assume the TG of 
the waiter response is always equivalent to the TG of the customer request, 
while the DA is different. 
3.3 Task Goal and Dialog Act Identification 
In order for a system to generate coherent response, the goals of the user's 
request must be known. The task goal (TG) and dialog act (DA) of an 
utterance form the communicative goal of the user. Belief Networks are used 
for task goal and dialog act identification. 
3.3.1 Belief Networks Development 
We use Belief Networks (BNs) to infer the TG and DA of a given customer 
utterance. Belief Networks are applicable to dynamic reasoning uncertainty. 
They model the relationships between words in a user's query and the corre-
sponding information goal, so that the goal from the query can be reasoned 
easily. The detailed experimental setup has been described in [41]. We pro-
vide a brief review in the following for the sake of continuity. Belief Network is 
a probabilistic casual network which models the casual relationship between 
the concept categories and goal. The topology used for the BNs assumes that 
the categories are independent of one another, but are dependent only on the 
goal. Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 illustrate the BN topologies for the task goal 
ORDER—FOOD and the dialog act REQUEST_lNFO. Each BN has its own set 
of input categories identified to be most indicative to the corresponding goal 
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based on the Information Gain (IG) [41] criterion (See Equation 3.1). For 
a given goal, we select M concepts that have the highest Information Gain 
in relation with it. According to the concept categories present in the user's 
query, each BN applies Bayesian inference (Equation 3.2) and produces a 
aposterior probability which is a confidence level of the goal Gi presents in 
芒.Belief Network makes a binary decision regarding the absence or pres-
ence of its corresponding goal. If the goal probability is larger than or equal 
to the threshold 9 = 0.5，we said that the corresponding goal is present 
in the query. It is reasonable to set the probability threshold at 0.5 since 
We developed one BN for each task goal and dialog 
act, except for the dialog act INFORM, from the training data. There are 
6 BNs for task goal identification and 13 BNs for dialog act identification. 
Each BN has its own set of input categories identified to be most indicative 
to the corresponding TG or DA. The associated concept categories nodes 
can then be used to infer the corresponding task goal and dialog act. With 
the use of Belief Network for natural language understanding, the causal re-
lationships between the key semantic concepts and the domain-specific goal 
can be captured. 
F ORDER—FOOD J 
( Order J j /^MealDescription J 
、 ~ V J 
【 Food Item 1 •鲁 
Figure 3.1: BN for the task goal ORDER_FOOD. 
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C ( REQUESTJNFO ) 
Food Item ) 
Figure 3.2: BN for the dialog act REQUEST_INFO. 
m = = = ( 3 2 ) 
3.3.2 Task Goal and Dialog Act Inference 
As the dialog progresses from one turn to the next, selected concepts cate-
gories need to be inherited in the discourse and inheritance may be depen-
dent on the task goal or dialog act. Therefore, we have previously devised 
a selectively inheritance strategy [39, 40] that can selectively inherit concept 
categories from the previous dialog turns. The inherited concept categories, 
together with concept categories parsed from the current utterance, form 
the input to the BNs. Table 3.9 illustrates the selective inheritance strategy 
using the excerpt of example dialog. The category FoodJtem is selectively 
inherited for queries with task goal ORDER—FOOD. Based on the presence or 
absence of its input categories, each BN applies Bayesian inference to make 
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the binary decision regarding the presence or absence of its corresponding 
TG or DA. The binary decisions across all BNs are combined to identify the 
task goal and dialog act of the customer request. If all the 6 BNs vote neg-
ative for task goals , the request is o u t - o f - d o m a i n (OOD). Similarly, if all the 
13 BNs vote negative for dialog acts, the dialog act is set to INFORM which 
is a catch-all DA. 
Custonier2： “I'd like a fresh CTG/CDA- Preference FoodJtem Punct.Period 
ground beef steak.” 
Waiter?: “How would you CTG- HOW Cook Punet—Quest 
like that done?” CDA- Wh.Word Cook Punct_Quest 
Selectively inherited category: 
FoodJtem <steak� 
Customers： “I prefer medium.，，CTG/CDA' Preference SteakStyle Punct_Period 
Selectively inherited category: 
FoodJtem <steak� 
Table 3.9: Selective inheritance of the concept category FoodJtem for queries 
with task goal ORDER_FOOD. 
3.3.3 Network Dimensions 
A series of experiments were conducted in which we varied the BN input 
dimensionality, which is equivalent to the number of stored concept categories 
per goal. Variation should cover the range from 10 concept categories to the 
full set of 113 concept categories for task goal identification and from 10 
concept categories to 101 concept categories for dialog act identification. We 
start the experiment with a larger number of concept categories so as to 
reduce the probability that the same set of input concept categories infers to 
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more than one goal. Since some concept categories are unified for dialog act 
inference in the second pass, as those described in Table 3.7，the maximum 
number of concept categories used for dialog act identification is smaller. 
The task goal and dialog act identification accuracies for the training set are 
shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 respectively. 
Performance accuracies in the plot are based on the average goal identi-
fication accuracies for the training set. In Figure 3.3, the task goal identifi-
cation accuracies of the training set are the highest at 55 concept categories 
per goal but tend to stabilize and decrease beyond 55 concept categories. On 
the other hand, the dialog act identification accuracies for the training set 
tend to stabilize beyond 30 concept categories, as illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
Therefore, we select the BNs with 55 input nodes for task goal identification 
and the BNs with 30 input nodes for dialog act identification. The optimal 
training accuracies for task goal identification and dialog act identification 
are 84.1% and 89.7% respectively. 
After we trained the BNs using the training set, we performed testing on 
the disjoint test set. Evaluation is based on the customer utterances only. It 
is found that 87.4% of the test set utterances have correctly identified task 
goals and 89.8% of the test set utterances have correctly identified dialog 
acts. 
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Figure 3.3: Task goal identification accuracies for different BN input dimen-
sionalities schemes. 
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Figure 3.4: Dialog act identification accuracies for different BN input dimen-
sionalities schemes. 
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3.4 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have described our task domain, the CUHK Restaurant 
domain, for natural language understanding in mixed-initiative dialogs. We 
have annotated each segmented utterance with task goal, dialog act. A set 
of grammar rules are used to parse for concept categories for task goal and 
dialog act inference. We have chosen to use BNs with 55 input nodes for task 
goal identification and BNs with 30 input nodes for dialog act identification. 
The trained Belief Networks are used to identify the communicative goal of 
a given customer request. Results show that the task goal and dialog act 
identification accuracies are 84.1% and 89.7% respectively for training set. 
Upon testing on test set, we found that 87.4% of the test set customer utter-
ances have correctly identified task goals and 89.8% of the test set customer 





In our previous approach, we segmented customer requests and waiter re-
sponses into utterances manually, based on the utterance definition stated 
in VERBMOBIL-2 [38], as shown in Appendix E. In order to increase the 
scalability and portability of our spoken dialog system, we shift this manual 
process into an automatic one. We have devised a methodology to segment 
each waiter response or customer request into utterances automatically, as 
depicted in Figure 4.1. In this chapter, we will detail our framework for 
automatic segmentation of utterances. 
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Customer request: 
"Good afternoon! 1,11 have a seafood platter and coke and the lady will have 
a gin gimlet. ” 
After utterance segmentation: 
“Good afternoon! / Fll have a seafood platter and coke / and the lady will 
have a gin gimlet. ” 
Figure 4.1: Example of automatic utterance segmentation. 
4.1 Utterance Definition 
As stated in Verbmobil-2 [38], a turn can be segmented into individual units, 
so called utterances, that correspond to dialogue acts. We segment the re-
quest or response into utterances according to the linguistic definition of an 
utterance as shown below: 
1. An utterance corresponds to a clause^ or sentence^: It must contain a 
finite verb^ , a verb form that fully occurs in an independent clause^. 
e.g., “I want a seafood platter.”，"May I take your order?，， 
2. For complex sentences^ with two finite verbs the following rule applies: 
(a) If one of the verbs is a complement verb^, then the complex sen-
tence is regarded as one single utterance. 
e.g., “He complained that the soup is cold: 
(b) Otherwise each of the sub-clauses is regarded as an utterance, 
e.g., “I want a seafood platter and the lady will have some coffee. ” 
3. There are certain cases in which an utterance does not correspond to 
a clause as defined in above. 
(a) Whole turns: Every turn consists of at least one utterance. 
Therefore, if the material presented as a complete turn does not 
correspond to a clause as defined above, it nevertheless is regarded 
as an utterance. 
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e.g., “Here.，， 
(b) Fixed phrases : Certain dialogue acts can be expressed by more 
or less fixed lexemes of phrases. These expressions - if they per-
form one of the following dialogue acts - are regarded as utter-
ances. 
e.g., FEEDBACK—POSITIVE: “okay”，“yes”) etc. 
e .g . , FEEDBACK—NEGATIVE: “710”, etc. 
e.g., BACKCHANNEL: “wdl... ”，“hmm. . . ”, etc. 
e.g., CLOSE: “hye,,’ “goodbye，，, etc. 
e.g., THANK： “thank you，，，“thanks，，, etc. 
e.g., GREET： “good morning”, “hello”，“hi，，, etc. 
(c) Nominal phrases (noun or noun phrases): The dialogue acts 
REQUEST—INFO and INFORM can b e linguistically expressed b y a 
nominal phrase in some cases. In such a case the NP is regarded 
as an utterance. 
e.g., ''white wine?'', "bottle.“ 
Our automatic utterance segmentation mechanism is based on the ut-
terance definition described above. For simplicity, we use rule n to refer 
utterance definition number n in the following sections. There are six rules 
in total, including rule 1，rule 2a, rule 2b, rule 3a, rule 3b and rule 3c. 
According to the definition, an utterance having one finite verb belongs to 
rule 1. Complex sentence with two finite verbs belongs to rule 2a or rule 26, 
depending on whether a complement verb exists or not. If the sentence does 
not contain any finite verb, it is regarded as a whole turn, fixed phrase or 
nominal phrase based on rule 3a, rule 3b and rule 3c. 
lA clause consists of a subject and a verb. 
2A sentence consists of one independent clause or two independent clauses joined by 
a coordinate conjunction. 
3 A finite verb is a verb that either expresses tense or that follows a helping verb such as 
can, should, must etc.A finite verb is a verb from that occurs in an independent clause.The 
finite forms of a verb are the forms where the verb shows tense, person or singular/plural. 
4An independent clause expresses a complete thought. 
5A complex sentence consists of one independent clause and a dependent clause. 
6A complement verb is the verbs in the statement following the reporting verb. 
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To make it suitable for our restaurant domain, we introduce one more 
dialogue act CLOSE into rule 3b. It is because we found some fixed phrases, 
such as “bye，，, “goodbye”, that can express the dialogue act CLOSE. In our 
training corpus, we also found some nominal phrases which can linguisti-
cally express some dialogue acts and they exist individually. For example, 
the nominal phrases "white wine?，，and “bottle.” express the dialogue acts 
REQUEST_LNFO and INFORM respectively. Hence, we omitted the originally 
listed dialogue acts SUGGEST, CLARIFY, DELIBRATE and replaced by the 
dialogue acts REQUEST—INFO and INFORM. 
4.2 Segmentation Procedure 
Automatic utterance segmentation involved 4 major steps: tokenization, 
part-of-speech tagging, language parsing and top-down generalized repre-
sentation transformation. Figure 4.2 depicts the flow of segmentation of 
user's input into individual utterances. The input customer request is first 
tokenized into sentence tokens, word tokens, punctuation tokens and con-
traction tokens. The tokenized inputs are tagged with part-of-speech and 
IGN tag for ignore word. As we can see in the figure, the word token Good is 
tagged with JJ tag which refers adjective. The tagged inputs are parsed by a 
language parser to form parse trees. The parse trees are further transformed 
to top-down generalized representations. Details for top-down generalized 
representations transformation will be discussed in Section 4.2.4. Based on 
their representations, we can know that the first sentence token Good morn-
ing belongs to fixed phrase {rule 36) and the second sentence token Fll have 
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some salad belongs to a clause with one finite verb {rule 1). Therefore, the 
user's input will be segmented into two individual utterances. 
User's input "Good afternoon! 1' 11 have some salad, please." 
Delimit input by final punctuations into individual segments. 
、^ Tokenize input segments word tokens, punctuation tokens and 
contraction tokens. 
Tokenization  
Good afternoon ！ 
I ‘ 11 have some salad , please . 
、f Tag input segments with part-of-speech and IGN tag for ignore word: 
POS Tagging Good/JJ afternoon/NN ！/. 
— l/PRP 'll/MD haveA/B some/DT salad/NN，/, please/IGN ./. 
、f Parse Tree structures: 
Language ,njt ^ 
Parsing 入 / vP 
/ \ 7 / ^ p 
JJ NN / / 
Good afternoon / / / f^ p 
1 1 / 
PRP MD VB DT NN 
* I 'II have some salad 
Top-down Generalized ^ , , …. 
^ Top-down generalized representations: 
Representations T V o n c f X r n ^ o t i I N T J — JJ NN (Rule 3b) Transformation s ^ N P V P (Rule 1) 
y 
Segmented "Good afternoon! / 1，11 have some salad, please." 
utterances 
Figure 4.2: Overall mechanism of automatic utterance segmentation. 
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4.2.1 Tokenization 
Tokenization is to divide the text or corpus into individual tokens (i.e., syn-
tactic units). The tokens include word tokens, punctuation tokens and con-
traction tokens. The user input is first delimited with final punctuations^ 
(i.e., full-stop, question mark and exclamation mark) into individual seg-
ments. The input segments are then tokenized into word tokens (e.g., after-
noon), contraction tokens (e.g.,，11) and punctuation tokens (e.g., ！). Con-
traction tokens include enclitic verb contractions and negative contractions 
such as ,s，，re, 'II and，nt. They are separated from their preceding word 
and becomes contraction tokens. For example, it，s, they Ve, and can't will be 
tokenized into it，s, they Ve, and ca n't respectively. Table 4.1 illustrates the 
tokenization of input text “Good afternoon! 1,11 have some salad，please. ”. 
Input text Good afternoon! I'll have some salad, please. 
Input segment(s) Good afternoon! I'll have some salad, please. 





Punctuation token(s) ！ , 
Contraction token(s) '11 
Table 4.1: Tokenization of input text “Good afternoon! I'll have some salad, 
please. 
^The final punctuation is the indication of utterance boundary, which can be detected 
from the prosody of utterance for spoken input. 
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4.2.2 POS Tagging 
Prior to language parsing, we need to tag the tokenized text with part-
of-speech tags. The task of POS-tagging is to assign part-of-speech tags 
to words reflecting their syntactic category. A list of Penn Treebank Tag-
set is exemplified in Appendex J. We use the transformation-based tagger 
developed by Brill [42] to tag the input customer request with part-of-speech. 
This tagger is based on rules and it is to deduce the most likely part-of-speech 
tag of a word. The words are first tagged with the most likely tag as stated in 
lexicon. Lexicon is a list of words which are meaningful units of a language. 
Each entry of the lexicon looks like "word tagi tag2 •.. tag^”, where tagi is 
the most likely tag for word and tag2 through tag^ are other possible tags 
without particular order. Then the lexical rules and contextual rules are 
applied to words. Lexical rule is used to change tags based on suffix analysis 
and contextual rule is used to replace some of the tags with another tags 
based on the context. 
The tokenized input segments from Section 4.2.1 is tagged with POS tags 
as shown below in Figure 4.3. The tag JJ and NN are used to tag adjective 
and noun respectively. 
Good/J J afternoon/NN ！/. 
I/PRP '11/MD have/VB some/DT salad/NN ,/，please/iGN •/. 
Figure 4.3: The tagged input. 
We introduce an extra IGN tag for tagging ignore word. We define ignore 
words as those appear at the end of a sentence and is the respectful form of 
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addressing to a woman or man (e.g., “sir”�or does not carry contributive 
meaning to language understanding for syntactic structure (e.g., “please，，）• 
For example, the word “sir，，in the sentence “yes, sir，，is ignored (See Fig-
ure 4.4). We have tried to use a pre-processor to remove the ignore words 
beforehand instead of incorporating the process in tagging procedure. How-
ever, we found that the original input structure cannot be preserved and the 
process seems to be more complicated. As a result, we choose to incorporate 
the ignore words removal in tagging procedure by simply adding the corre-
sponding contextual rules. Examples are shown in Table 4.2. The tag of the 
word sir is changed from noun (NN) to ignore word (IGN) if the next tag of 
the word sir is period (.). 
yes/UH ,/，sir/NN . / . 今 yes/UH , / ， sir/lG^ ./. 
V J 
change to IGN tag 
The/DT sir/NN and/CC lady/NN . . . The/DT sir/NN and/CC lady/NN . . . 
unchange  
Figure 4.4: Examples of ignore word. 
Expanded contextual rule with tag IGN introduced 
"NN IGN WDNEXTTAG sir . 
"VB IGN WDNEXTTAG please . 
Table 4.2: Modification examples of contextual rules. 
To make it suitable for our domain, some modifications were made to the 
lexicon of the tagger. We performed corpus analysis and found that some 
words are most likely used with a certain POS. For example, we modified 
the tag order of words “stuffed，，and “smoked” as shown in Table 4.3. It is 
because “stuffed，，and “smoked，，are mostly likely to be used as adjective 
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(JJ) instead of verb past in our domain. Based on this principle, we have 
modified 10 lexicons and 6 contextual rules in total. Full list of lexicon and 
contextual rule modifications are shown in Appendix K. 
Example extracted from lexicon Modification 
stuffed VBN JJ VBD stuffed JJ VBN VBD 
smoked VBD JJ VBN smoked JJ VBD VBN 
Table 4.3: Modification examples of lexicon. 
4.2.3 Multi-Parser Architecture (MPA) Language Pars-
ing 
Parsing is to analyze the structure of sentence based on tags. A parser can 
convert a string of tagged input tokens into a parse tree/structure. We use 
statistical syntactic parser to select a "best" parse tree to represent each 
users' sentence. MPA [43, 44] is designed to parse sentences in specific do-
main. Specifically, it is trained using Wall Street Journal (WSJ) Corpus. 
MPA is a parsing system for modular parsing. An entire grammar is de-
composed into multiple sub-grammars by grammar partitioning. Each sub-
grammar corresponds to its sub-parsers, and these are composed to produce 
an overall parser output for a sentence. This multi-parser architecture can 
deal with large grammars and economize on the overall parsing table sizes. 
The input of the parser is a string of tagged words, which are tagged with 
part-of-speech. We use MPA to parse the tagged input customer sentence 
into a tree structure. Examples are shown in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6. 
Since MPA is not tailored to our domain, some parse errors may exist. 
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I N J T 
八 
J J N N 
Good afternoon 
Figure 4.5: Parse tree of the tagged segment: Good/J J afternoon/NN ！/. 
S 
ifh 
P R P M D V B D T N N 
I '11 have some salad 
Figure 4.6: Parse tree of the tagged segment: I/PRP，11/MD have/VB some/DT 
salad/NN ,/，please/IGN ./• 
For example, the sentence “Is there anything else?，，cannot be fully parsed 
by MPA and the resulting parse tree is ( VBZ ) ( EX there ) ( NP ( NN 
anything ) ( RB else ) ) ( . ？ ). Full parse means the parser can analyze 
the input in whole with a root tag. In view of this, some modifications were 
made in the sub-grammars to make it can parse fully: ( SQ ( VBZ is ) ( EX 
there ) ( NP ( NN anything ) ( RB else ) ) ( . ？ ) ). Table 4.4 shows the 
sub-grammars which are added into the original grammar. We have made 6 
modifications on the sub-grammars. After modifying the sub-grammars, we 
need to regenerate parsing tables from the new set of sub-grammars. 
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SQ — VBZ EX NP 
SQ VBZ EX NP NP VP 
SQ VBZ EX NP S 
SQ — VBZ EX NP ADJP S 
SQ — MD NP VP 
S -> NP MD VP VP 
Table 4.4: The added sub-grammars to deal with un-fully parsed situation. 
4.2.4 Top-down Generalized Representation 
It is a simplified representation of a parse tree extracted in top-down man-
ner. We found that most of the utterances share similar sentence struc-
ture/pattern, so that we can use a specific representation to generalize those 
utterances with similar syntactic structure. 
/f/A 
MD PRP VB PRP NN 
May I take your order 
Figure 4.7: The parse tree of sentence “May I take your order?” with top-
down generalized representation SQ — MD NP VP. 
We apply the previous three steps (tokenization, POS tagging and lan-
guage parsing) to process the request and response in the training set of 
the CUHK Restaurants Corpus. The parsed sentences in tree structures are 
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MD PRP VB IN NN NNS 
Can I pay by credit card 
Figure 4.8: The parse tree of sentence Can I pay by credit card?, with top-
down generalized representation SQ MD NP VP. 
SQ 
/ A 
MD PRP VB DT NNS 
Would you like some drinks 
Figure 4.9: The parse tree of sentence “ Would you like some drinks?” with 
top-down generalized representation SQ — MD NP VP. 
transformed into simplified representations in a top-down manner. These 
representations are in the form of "root node subnodei subnode2 … ” -
To avoid the representation from becoming too specific or too general, we 
have to decide the number of level to be displayed in the representation. By 
default, it only displays the highest level of subnodes. It is obvious that the 
highest level of subnodes can already capture sentences with similar struc-
tures. In Figure 4.7, Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9, we can see that the utterances 
“May I take your order?”, “Can I pay by credit card?” and "Would you like 
some drinks?，，have the same representation SQ —> MD NP VP. There are 3 
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cases in which one more sub-level will be displayed. 
Case 1 
If the subnodes in the highest level contains sentence level tag S, one more 
sub-level will be displayed in the form S< suhnodci >(See Figure 4.10). 
S 
S s 
NP / A / / A 
/ NP NP / / NP 
A / / A 
PRP VBP DT NN JJ CC DT NN MD VB DT NN 
I want a seafood platter and the lady will have some coffee 
Figure 4.10: The parse tree of sentence “I want a seafood platter and the lady 
will have some coffee.” with top-down generalized representation S — S<NP 
VP〉CC S<NP VP>. 
Case 2 
If VP is the only subnode, one more sub-level will be displayed in the form 
VP< suhnodci >. 
Case 3 
If the subnode is VP and its sub-level contains SBAR (the indication of having 
complement verb), one more sub-level will be displayed in the form VP< 
suhnodci >(See Figure 4.11). 
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/ > 
/ / SBAR 
/ / A 
NP / / NP VP I / / / \ A 
PRP VBD IN DT NN VBZ JJ 
He complained that the soup is cold 
Figure 4.11: The parse tree of sentence “He complained that the soup is cold?, 
with top-down generalized representation S —> NP VP<any SBAR〉. 
By observing the representations produced from the request and response 
sentences, we devised 33 top-down generalized representations which corre-
spond to different rules except rule 3a, which is a catch-all case. Some of the 
examples of top-down generalized representations are presented in Table 4.5. 
The 'any' in the second representation of rule 1 as well as the representation 
of rule 3c denotes that the subnodes can be any possible tags. A complex 
sentence that belongs rule 2b need to be further segmented on conjunction 
which is associated with CC tag. Full list of top-down generalized represen-
tations with illustrative examples is shown in Appendix L. In the following 
sections, we will further discuss the top-down generalized representation for 
fixed phrases and nominal phrases. 
Fixed Phrase Identification 
Fixed phrase is defined as those phrases which can express certain dialogue 
acts. For example, “yes” expresses the dialog act FEEDBACK—POSITIVE. We 
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Rule Top-down representation Example 
rule 1 S NP VP “I want to reserve a table. ” 
S NP any VP “I only have about 100 dollars.“ 
Sq — MD NP VP “Can I pay by credit card?，， 
rule 2a S ^ NP VP<any SBAR> “I think Fd have the salad instead. ” 
rule 2b S S<NP VP> CC S<NP VP> "The fish is underdone and the steak is 
bloody!，， 
rule 3b ADJP — JJ “Okay. ” 
rule 3c NP — any "Grape juice. ” 
Table 4.5: Examples of top-down generalized representations with their cor-
responding example utterances in the CUHK Restaurants domain. 
can figure out fixed phrases by using top-down generalized representations as 
well. Table 4.6 shows the example representations for fixed phrases. There 
are 2 cases for identifying fixed phrases. 
Representation Fixed phrase 
AD VP —> RB certainly, exactly, well 
AD VP —> RB RB very well, not really, right away 
ADJP JJ ok, okay, alright, fine, sure, welcome, great，nice, sorry 
ADJP 一 FW um 
INTJ JJ good 
INTJ 一 J J NN good morning, good afternoon 
INTJ —> UH yes, no, hello，oh 
Table 4.6: Examples of top-down generalized representation for fixed phrases. 
Case 1 
If a fixed phrase exists independently in a request/response, some specific 
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• “weir and "certainly" belong to the representation AD VP — RB 
• “fine，，and “sure，，belong to the representation ADJP —> JJ 
• “yes”, “no，，and “hello，，belong to the representation INT J —> UH 
Case 2 
If a fixed phrase occurs together with a clause or another fixed phrase, it can 
be figured out by examining its top-down generalized representation. 
Based on the training data, we found that if a fixed phrase appears to-
gether with a clause, it often occurs at the beginning of the sentence. For 
example, 
• “well，I would like it well done” is represented as S AD VP NP VP 
• “fine, we,ll be there before then” is represented as S — ADJP NP VP 
• “hello, is this the lion restaurant，，is represented as S INT J VP 
In order to segment the fixed phrases from the clause, we apply this 
algorithm: if the first subnode of the representation is the same as one of 
the root node of representation for fixed phrases, as described in Table 4.6， 
the phrases associated with the first subnode is regarded as fixed phrase 
and it is segmented from the sentence. In the above three representations, 
the associated phrases for the first subnode are ADVP(well)，ADJP(/ine) and 
INTJ(/ie//o) respectively. They are segmented as fixed phrases accordingly. 
Actually, fixed phrase identification is integrated with parsing. We can easily 
figure out the fixed phrase to be segmented from the parse tree structure. 
As you can see in Figure 4.12, the fixed phrase “well” can be separated from 
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the tree to become a subtree with representation ADVP — RB. We should note 
that the parse tree shown in Figure 4.12 does not involve any punctuations. 
That means we will not rely on the punctuation for detecting fix phrases. 
/ f l h ADVP / / 
/ / h p ADVP VP 
RB PRP MD VB PRP RB VBD 
well I '11 like it well done 
Figure 4.12: The parse tree of sentence “well, I would like it well done”. 
If there are more than one fixed phrase appear in a sentence, its subnodes 
of the representation contains the root node of fixed phrase representations 
as well. By using similar approach, they can be figured out and segmented 
into individual fixed phrases. For example, 
• “yes, fine，, is represented as FRAG — INTJ ADVP 
• “well, very nice” is represented as S ^ ADVP ADVP 
Nominal Phrase Identification 
For those sentence units have representations that start with NP as root node, 
we regard them as nominal phrases. Examples of nominal phrases include 
food name, such as, “One french onion soup?”, “Your toast. ” etc. Therefore, 
we treat those utterances having the top-down generalized representation NP 
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—any, where any denotes any possible tags, belong to rule 3c. For instance, 
the utterance “the public phone?，，has a top-down generalized representation 
NP — DD JJ NN. 
4.3 Evaluation 
4.3.1 Results 
Our automatic utterance segmentation approach yeilds 524 utterances upon 
testing on testing set of the CUHK Restaurants Corpus. Table 4.7 illustrates 
the distribution of customer requests/waiter responses and the correspond-
ing utterances which are segmented manually. The performance of automatic 
utterance segmentation is evaluated by comparing the automatic segmented 
utterances with those 545 manually segmented utterances. The segmenta-
tion accuracy is defined as the percentage of requests/responses that are 
segmented correctly. A customer request or waiter response is regarded as 
correctly segmented if the resulting utterances match with those segmented 
manually. The rule classification error will not be taken into account for 
segmentation accuracy (i.e., we only consider whether a customer request 
or waiter response can be segmented correctly, disregard the correctness of 
rule classification.). We obtain a high accuracy of 96.5%. Among the 346 
requests/responses, 12 of them cannot be segmented correctly. 
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Requests/Responses Utterances 
Customer 166 246 
Waiter 180 299 
Total 346 545 
Table 4.7: Distribution of customer requests/waiter responses and the corre-
sponding utterances (manual segmentation) in the testing set. 
4.3.2 Analysis 
We analyze our resultant automatic segmented utterances in terms of rule 
classification. Table 4.8 shows the result of rule classification of each ut-
terance and the corresponding examples. Some of the example outputs for 
automatic segmentation are shown in Appendix M. It is trivial that over 
50% of the segmented utterances belong to rule 1. The reason is that most 
of the requests/responses are simple sentences with one finite verb. 
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Rule ^Classified Example 
utterance 
rule 1 1955 “Can I have some matches?，， 
“rd like a beef steak, potatoes and spaghetti.“ 
rule 2a 26 'We hope you'd enjoyed the meal.” 
“I think ril have the salad instead.，， 
rule 2b 44 “The fish is underdone and the steak is Moody!” 
“I have ordered the pork for long but it hasn't ar-
rived yet. ” 
rule 3a 251 “Around 20. ” 
“With salad: 
rule 3b 708 “Good morning. ” 
“Okay, 
rule 3c 324 "Grape juice. ” 
“One t-bone steak. ” 
Table 4.8: Rule classification of each utterance and their corresponding ex-
amples. 
We also compare the automatic and manual segmentation results. Ta-
ble 4.9 compares the manual and automatic segmentation results and high-
lights some of the discrepancy examples. We found that our automatic seg-
mentation mechanism fails to handle unstructured sentences, such as the first 
two comparisons, and complicated sentences, such as the third and fourth 
comparisons. This may due to the insufficiency of our top-down general-
ized representations to cover specific cases and the ambiguities of sentence 
structure. We analyze the parse tree structure of the request “ma'am, here 
is your gimlet, and sir, your bourdon and coke，，in Table 4.9 and the parse 
tree is depicted in Figure 4.13. Since there is only one verb in the request, 
it is parsed as a single sentence and belongs to rule 1. It will not further 
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segmented into smaller segments. 
Manual Segmented utterance Automatic Segmented utterance 
ma'am, here is your gimlet, / and ma'am, here is your gimlet, and sir, 
sir, your bourdon and coke. your bourdon and coke. 
I'm afraid that we let another guest I'm afraid that we let another guest 
sit at your table / since you did not sit at your table since you did not 
arrive at the reserved time. arrive at the reserved time. 
Table 4.9: Comparison between manual and automatic segmentation of ut-
terances. 
s 
NP \ I T 
NN RB VBZ PRP NN CC NN PRP NN CC NN 
ma'am here is your gimlet and sir your bourdon and coke. 
Figure 4.13: The parse tree of sentence “ma，am, here is your gimlet, and sir, 
your bourdon and coke”. 
4.4 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have described our framework for automatic segmentation 
of utterances. Based on the definition of VERBMOBIL-2, we have devised a 
methodology to segment each waiter response or customer request into utter-
ances automatically. The segmentation procedure involves tokenization, POS 
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tagging, language parsing and top-down generalized representation transfor-
mation. A request is first tokenized into word tokens, punctuation tokens 
and contraction tokens. The tokenized request sentence is then tagged with 
part-of-speech using the transformation-based tagger, followed by language 
parsing using MPA. The resulted parse tree structure is transformed into top-
down generalized representation. We have devised a set of top-down general-
ized representations from corpus. They are the simplified representations of 
parse trees and they capture syntactic structures of sentences. Each rule in 
utterance definition is associated with a specific set of top-down generalized 
representations. We can determine if a request needs to be segmented based 
on the detected rule. Results show that the automatic segmented utterances 
are comparable to those segmented manually. 
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Natural Language Response 
Generation 
Once the communicative goal of the user's request is identified, the system 
has to decide how to respond. The concept categories, task goal(s) and dialog 
act(s) from the request should be useful for the automatic generation of a 
coherent response. We explore the use of task goal and dialog act to capture 
the dialog states of customer requests and waiter responses [27]. In this 
chapter, we will present our approach towards response generation in detail. 
5.1 System Overview 
Figure 5.1 depicts the overview of our dialog system in the CUHK Restau-
rant domain. At this stage, we have the information of task goal, dialog 
act and concept categories of the incoming customer request. We focus on 
generating cooperative responses using those information. Our system first 
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parses the input customer request for concept categories and from these in-
fers the TG and DA using trained Belief Networks. The inferred TG and DA 
form the request dialog state {TG, DA}request of the customer request. Our 
system then invokes the appropriate dialog state transition rule to produce 
the response dialog state {TG, DA}response- Each response dialog state is 
associated with one or more text generation templates. The system selects 
the appropriate templates based on a set of template selection rules. The 
templates can be applied to existing and inherited concept categories from 
the request to generate a coherent waiter response. 
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Customer Request 
^ r  
Concept Categories CTG/CDA Tagging 
/ Category Unification for 
/ DA Inference 
CTG Z CDA  
^ ±  
Task Goal (TG) Identification Dialog Act (DA) Identification 
Dialog State Transition Rules 
{TG, DA}response  
i  
Text Generation Templates 
Y 
Waiter Response 
Figure 5.1: Computational framework for generating cooperative responses 
in the CUHK Restaurants domain. 
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5.2 Corpus-derived Dialog State Transition 
Rules 
Dialog state transition rules are to govern the transition from requests to 
responses. There are 104 rules derived automatically from the training data. 
By using both TG and DA to represent the dialog state of the request and 
the response, we can obtain the dialog state transition rules in the form 
of {TG, DA} request “> {TG, DAyj-^sponse- Since ouis is a service-oriented 
domain, we assume that the TG of the waiter's response always follows that 
of the customer. Hence the generated responses are deemed cooperative. 
A customer request may contain multiple utterances and hence have mul-
tiple TGs and DAs. We derive only a single request dialog state {TG, DAJvegwest 
from the latest utterance as a simplification step. In the example dialog of 
Table 3.2, the customer's initial request “Let,s see. Fd like a fresh ground beef 
steak. ” will be represented by the dialog state { O R D E R — F O O D , PREFER}REGUEST 
only. A waiter response may also have multiple utterances. While the task 
goals of these response utterances are consistent with that of the customer 
request, the dialog acts are not. Hence we obtain multiple dialog states, 
one from each response utterance, the multiple states are appended together 
with the ampersand. We observe from our training corpus that waiter re-
sponses have two utterances on average, and from which we can derive mul-
tiple response dialog states with multiple dialog states {TG^ DAi}response 
& {TG, DA2}response- Again from the example dialog of Table 3.2，the 
waiter response is “Anything else, sir? How about mixed vegetables on the 
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side?” The first utterance relates to the dialog act REQUEST_INFO while 
the second relates to the dialog act SUGGEST. This response will be repre-
sented by the multiple dialog states {ORDER_FOOD, REQUEST—lNFO}RESPONSE 
& {ORDER_FOOD, SUGGESXJ^^ESPONSE-
Since there may have multiple ways to respond to a given customer re-
quest, a request dialog state may transitions to one or more response dialog 
states to provide alternative response. For example, from the training data, 
we found the customer request “I prefer medium. ”, which is referring to a 
beef steak, gives multiple waiter responses. One of the responses can be 
“Anything else, sir? How about mixed vegetables on the side?”, with two 
response dialog states. From this response, we can derive a dialog state tran-
sition rule with conjoined response dialog states (see Rule A in Table 5.1). 
Another response can simply be “Anything else, sir?”, with one response di-
alog state. This response derives alternative dialog state transition rule with 
a single response dialog state (see Rule B in Table 5.1). Therefore, the re-
quest dialog state { O R D E R _ F O O D , PREFER]>EGWEST can transitions to multiple 
response dialog states, as shown in Table 5.1. In order to select among these 
dialog state transitions, we perform random selection for invocation. 
5.3 Hand-designed Text Generation Templates 
Text generation templates are used to generate text responses by incorporat-
ing appropriate semantic concept categories. With reference to the training 
corpus, we hand-designed 101 text generation templates (See Appendix H). 
As can be seen from Table 5.2, a template may include one or more ver-
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Dialog State Transition Rule Format: 
{TG, DA}reguest — {TG, DA} 
response 
Rule A 
{ORDER—FOOD, PREFER j vegwes t — { O R D E R _ F O O D , REQUEST—INFO jvesponse 
& {ORDER—FOOD, SVGGEST}response 
Rule B 
{ O R D E R _ F O O D , PREFER}^egues t — { O R D E R _ F O O D , REQUEST—INFO]>esponse 
Table 5.1: Dialog state transition rule derived from the third dialog turn 
from the example dialog in Table 3.2, followed by an alternative rule based 
on a similar customer request. 
balization options, delimited by the vertical bar. This can achieve variation 
in verbalizing response. The system selects one of these options at random. 
Each option may specify concept categories (denoted by ' # ' ) whose values 
are obtained either from the parsed customer utterance with its inherited 
discourse (denoted by {request: ^category}), or randomly selected from 
terminals of the corresponding grammar rule (denoted by {grammar: #cat-
egory}). The angled brackets < > indicate that the category is optional in 
text generation (i.e., <{request: #Food_ltem}> shows the waiter may con-
firm the food ordered by the customer.) The template STOP denotes that text 
generation stops at this point and will not continue despite the existence of 
further response dialog states, such as those appended with the symbol 
as in Rule A of Table 5.1. 
The text generation templates serve to realize the dialog state such as 
{ORDER—FOOD, SUGGEST}RESPONSE• SincG the dialog state is an abstract unit, 
it can be realized in various ways such as "How about seafood platter?”, 
“I would recommend seafood platter?” or ''What about seafood platter?”, 
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with the grammar terminal seafood platter parsed into the semantic concept 
category Food—Item. All of them can be the linguistic realizations of the 
dialog state. 
Text Generation Templates: 
Template label: GREETING 
Template contents: Hi. | Hello. 
Template label: ASK_STEAK_STYLE 
Template contents: How would you like that done? 
Template label: ANYTHING_ELSE 
Template contents: <{request: #Food」tem}> Anything else, sir? | 
Is there anything else? | Is there anything else, sir? 
Template label: SUGGEST_FOOD 
Template contents: How about {grammar: #Food」tem}? | 
I would recommend {grammar: #Food_ltem} ？ | What about {grammar: 
#Food」tem}? 
Template label: STOP (Indication to stop text generation process) 
Table 5.2: Examples of text generation templates. 
A selection has to be made from all its associated templates. A set 
of template selection conditions is used for mapping the response dialog 
states to the text generation templates based on the presence or absence 
of some specific concept categories, and sometimes their corresponding ter-
minal values. Some examples are shown in Table 5.3. The same template 
may be mapped by more than one response dialog state. As you can see 
in Table 5.3, the response dialog states { O R D E R _ F O O D , GREETJVESPONSE and 
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{RESERVATION, GREETJ^ esponse map to the Same template GREETING. One 
response dialog state can map to more than one template. The response di-
alog state { O R D E R — F O O D , REQUEST .INFO} RESPONSE Can map to the templates 
ASK—STEAK—STYLE, ASK_EGG_STYLE or ANYTHING_ELSE. The first template is 
selected if the category Food�tern is present in the utterance with the gram-
mar terminal steak that is parsed into the category Food_ltem. Table 5.4 il-
lustrates the process of template selection for the customer request, “I would 
like to have a fresh ground beef steak. ”, with generated response. 
Response dialog states Templates selection conditions Selected templates 
{ORDER—FOOD, GREET} nil GREETING 
{RESERVATION, GREET} nil GREETING 
{ORDER_FOOD, Category FoodJtem present ASK_STEAK_STYLE 
REQUEST_LNFO} FoodJtem — steak 
Category FoodJtem present ASK_EGG_STYLE 
Food-Item — egg 
Category FoodJtem present ANYTHING_ELSE 
{RESERVATION, Category Date absent ASK_DATE 
REQUEST—INFO} Category Time absent ASK_TIME 
Table 5.3: Examples illustrate template selection. 
5.4 Performance Evaluation 
We have incorporated the cooperative response generation mechanism in an 
initial prototype of the interactive CUHK Restaurants system. The system 
accepts typed natural language queries as input. We have designed an eval-
uation test to assess the effectiveness of our dialog system. Our evaluation 
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Customer request: “1 would like to have a fresh ground beef steak. ” 
Request Dialog State: { O R D R R _ F O O D , PREFER},-EYUES/. 
Response Dialog State: { O R D E R _ F O O D , REQUEST_INFO},-ESPONSE 
Associated Text Generate Templates: 
Option 1: ASK_STEAK_STYLE, STOP 
Option 2: ASK_EGG_STYLE, STOP 
Option 3: ANYTHING_ELSE 
Template Selection Condition: 
Category FoodJtem present & FoodJtem — steak 
Selected Template: ASK_STEAK_STYLE 
Generated Response: “How would you like that done?，， 
Table 5.4: Illustration of template selection process for a given customer 
request. 
is based on 30 interactive dialogs collected from 10 recruited subjects. Each 
subject is asked to interact with the system as if they were talking to a 
waiter, in order to complete the three given tasks defined in the question-
naire as shown in Appendix I: (i) reserve a table; (ii) order a meal; and (iii) 
ask for the bill. Since these 3 tasks are the most popular tasks in restau-
rants and they cover a large portion of training utterances, we choose these 
3 tasks for evaluation. This make our evaluation simpler without great loss 
of generality. All interactions are automatically logged by the system. An 
example evaluation dialog is shown in Table 5.5. The average number of 
dialog turns for each task is shown in Table 5.6. The number of dialog turns 
for RESERVATION is relatively higher because more information is needed to 
reserve a table. We evaluate the dialogs in terms of the task completion rate, 
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Grice's maxims [26] as well as overall user satisfaction. 
Customeri： “May I have the menu, please?，， 
Waiteri： "Certainly, sir. Here is the menu. Have you decided on something?” 
Customers: ''Green Salad with chicken, and a lobster for my friend] please.“ 
Waiter�： “Is there anything else?” 
Customers: “No, thanks，” 
Waiters: “You have ordered green salad with chicken and a lobster. 
Your order should arrive within 15 minutes.“ 
Table 5.5: An example dialog extracted from the system log during the 
evaluation. 
Tasks RESERVATION ORDER—FOOD BILL 
Average #dialog turns 6.6 4.6 2.6 
Table 5.6: Average number of dialog turns across the 10 evaluation dialogs 
for each of the three tasks. 
5.4.1 Task Completion Rate 
Our first evaluation is based on the task completion rate. We examine all 
the evaluation dialogs logged by the system to see if the subject can success-
fully complete the tasks. A task is considered complete if the appropriate 
confirmation message is present in the dialog. Table 5.7 shows the system 
confirmations for each task. A task is considered complete as long as the 
appropriate confirmation message exists, even if there are incoherent dialog 
turns involved. A dialog turn is regarded as incoherent if it contains utter-
ances that are unrelated to the ongoing conversation. The simplicity of our 
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evaluation tasks have led to high task completion rates across the evaluation 
dialogs (See Table 5.8). 
Tasks System confirmations 
RESERVATION ''You have reserved a table for a party of __ by the window, i 
at __ am/pm tomorrow? ” 
ORDER—FOOD “You have ordered __. ” 
BILL “Your bill comes to $__• ” 
Table 5.7: System confirmations for each task. 
Tasks RESERVATION ORDER—FOOD BILL 
Task Completion Rate 100% (10/10) 90% (9/10) 100% (10/10) 
Table 5.8: Task completion rates across the 10 evaluation dialogs for each of 
the tasks - reservation, ordering food and requesting the bill. 
5.4.2 Grice's Maxims and Perceived User Satisfaction 
We then attempted to evaluate response generation in terms of Grice's Max-
ims, as shown in Table 5.9, and the overall user satisfaction. Each subject 
was asked to fill out a questionnaire that contains three sets of questions, one 
for each task (i.e., reservation, ordering food and requesting the bill). The 
set of questions is identical across the tasks and related to Grice's Maxims 
as well as overall user satisfaction. All questions were stated positively and 
they are listed in Table 5.10. 
1 Optional, depends on whether the customer requested a particular table location. 
^Depends on the customer's requested date. 
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Grice's Maxims Explanation 
Maxim of Quality system responses should be true with adequate 
evidence 
Maxim of Quantity system should give sufficient information 
Maxim of Relevance system responses should be relevant to the ongo-
ing conversation 
Maxim of Manner system responses should be brief and clear, with 
no obscurity or ambiguity 
Table 5.9: Grice's maxims and their corresponding definitions. 
1. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are accurate and 
true? {Maxim of Quality) 
2. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are informative? 
{Maxim of Quantity) 
3. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are relevant to 
the conversation? {Maxim of Relevance) 
4. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are clear? 
{Maxim of Manner) 
5. To what extent are you satisfied with the overall performance of the 
system in responding to your questions? {Perceived User Satisfac-
tion) 
Table 5.10: Questions related to Grice's Maxims and perceived user satisfac-
tion. 
The subjects were asked to respond to these questions on a five-point 
Likert scale: very poor / poor / average / good / very good. Table 5.11 
shows the average scores and standard deviations (in brackets). A t-test 
shows that our results are significantly better than average (Likert score 3) 
at a significance level a 二 0.05. The details of the statistical test are shown 
in Table Q.l of Appendix Q. 
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RESERVATION ORDER 一 FOOD BILL 
Maxim of Quality 4.0 (0.8) 4.1 (0.7) 4.0 (1.1) 
Maxim of Quantity 4.2 (1.1) 4.1 (0.9) 4.0 (0.8) 
Maxim of Relevance 3.9 (0.6) 3.8 (0.9) 4.2 (1.0) 
Maxim of Manner 4.4 (0.7) 4.1 (0.7) 4.1 (0.7) 
User Satisfaction 4.1 (0.7) ^ 4 . 0 (0.7) 4.0 (0.8) 
Table 5.11: Average scores and standard deviations (in brackets) from a 
five-point Likert scale obtained from evaluation of our response generation 
mechanism in terms of Grice's Maxims and overall user satisfaction. 
5.4.3 Error Analysis 
We analyzed individual dialog turns from these evaluation dialogs. Incoher-
ent dialog turns occur if the system did not produce a coherent response to 
the user's question. This is due to errors in parsing for concept categories 
that led to incorrectly inferred tasks goals or dialog acts. Those errors are 
mainly due to insufficiency in our concept category tagging that led to incor-
rect goal identification, hence our system cannot understand user's request. 
Table 5.12 presents an illustration for an incoherent dialog turn. In the sec-
ond dialog turn, the customer said, “It is more than enough. ” This is an 
implicit way of saying 'no’ to further recommendations, and the dialog act 
should be FEEDBACK—NEGATIVE. However, this customer utterance was not 
parsed properly and our system defaults to the dialog act INFORM. This 
causes the system continue to offer further entree recommendations. There 
are 9 out of 138 (6.5%) incoherent dialog turns in our 30 evaluation dialogs. 
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Customeri： “I would like a drink. One cup of hot Chinese tea please. 
Main course would be smoked turkey with green salad. ” 
Waiteri： “Anything else, sir?” 
Customer2: “It is more than enough.，, 
T G ： ORDER一FOOD D A： INFORM / FEEDBACK一NEGATIVE 
Waiter2: “Anything else, sir? What about mixed vegetables on the side?” 
Table 5.12: An example extracted from the evaluation dialogs to illustrate 
an incoherent dialog turn. It is due to a parse error leading to an incorrectly 
inferred dialog act. 
5.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have presented our response generation mechanism for 
the prototype virtual waiter system. We have explored the use of task goals 
and dialog acts to capture the dialog states of customer requests and waiter 
responses. The dialog state of each customer request or waiter response are 
represented as a pair {TG, DA}. The inferred task goal and dialog act form 
the request dialog state {TG, DA}request of the customer request. A set of 
dialog state transition rules are derived from training corpus in the form of 
{TG, DAi\request 一 {TG, DAj^y^sponse^ SO as to govem the transition from 
request to response. Our system invokes appropriate dialog state transition 
rule to determine the response dialog state {TG, DA}response- For simplicity, 
we used hand-designed text generation templates to associate each response 
dialog state. The system selects the appropriate templates based on a set of 
template selection rules. The templates incorporate existing and inherited 
concept categories from the request to generate a coherent waiter response. 
Performance evaluation indicates that our system achieved promising results 
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on task completion rate, Grice's maxims and perceived user satisfaction. 
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To reduce the manual work involved in hand-designing the text templates, we 
adopted a semi-automatic approach for grammar induction [46] to capture 
the language structures of responses. The clustering algorithm was previ-
ously implemented for acquiring semantic structure and syntactic structures 
from 皿annotated corpora. We wish to use this approach to induce a set of 
grammar from our response data. The induced grammar should be useful 
for producing response templates in a semi-automatic way. The grammar-
induction is a statistical approach that uses agglomerative clustering to group 
words spatially and temporally. We used our response data as the training 
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corpus for grammar induction. We performed unsupervised grammar induc-
tion first and used the learned grammar as prior knowledge for seeding the 
clustering process. In this chapter, we briefly outline the agglomerative clus-
tering procedure and discuss how we apply this framework to accomplish 
generation of natural response language. 
6.1 Response Data 
Our response data contains 2349 waiter response utterances. They mainly 
come from the training and test sets of the CUHK Restaurants Domain 
corpus. There are 1879 and 297 waiter response utterances in the training 
and test sets respectively. We further expand our response data by collecting 
173 waiter responses from books [34，35, 36, 37]. Some examples of response 
utterances are illustrated in Table 6.1. 
“Have you decided on anything else?” 
“Do you have a reservation?，， 
"How can i help you?” 
“I would recommend smoked salmon scallop and avocado with rice. ” 
Table 6.1: Examples of response utterances extracted from the response data. 
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6.2 Semi-Automatic Grammar Induction 
6.2.1 Agglomerative Clustering 
The clustering algorithm was previously implemented for acquiring semantic 
structure and syntactic structures from unannotated corpora. The grammar-
induction is a statistical approach that uses agglomerative clustering to group 
words spatially and temporally. Spatial clustering aims to group words or 
phrases with similar meaning by minimizing the divergence. Temporal clus-
tering aims to capture key phrases which co-occur frequently by maximizing 
the mutual information. Spatial clusters {SCs) and temporal clusters (TCs), 
which are semantic categories and phrasal structures respectively, are pro-
duced iteratively. 
In spatial clustering, the entities with similar left and right context are 
combined into a cluster. Kullback-Liebler distance was considered for mea-
suring information-theoretic distance between two probability distributions 
Pi and as shown in Equation 6.1. 
D{vi\\P2) = ^ P i W l o g ^ (6.1) 
where V is the vocabulary size within the given context. 
Divergence measure (Div)^ as described in Equation 6.2，was used to 
ensure symmetric distance measure. It is the sum of two Kullback-Liebler 
distance on pi and p2. 
Div{pup2) = D{P,\\P2) + D{p2\\pi) (6.2) 
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The distance {Dist) between a pair of words is determined by the sum 
of the divergences of probability distributions to the left and right of the 
entities ei and 62： 
Dist{e^,e2) = + (6.3) 
In temporal clustering, Mutual Information (MI) [48] was considered as 
distance measure, to indicate the degree of co-occurrence of two consecu-
tive entities. It captures word phrases or word sequences. In Equation 6.4, 
P(ei , 62) is defined as probability of entity ei followed by entity 62 in our 
distance measure. 
M/ (e i ,e2 ) = P ( e i， e 2 ) l o g ^ ^ ^ ^ (6.4) 
6.2.2 Parameters Selection 
There are two parameters, minimum count threshold (M) and number of 
merges in clustering (N), which are required for the clustering procedure. 
The parameter M controls the induction time and prevents sparse data in 
grammar induction. The parameter N controls the number and size of clus-
ters created and prevents the formation of heterogeneous clusters. A large M 
can reduce and search space but the grammar coverage is lowered. A large N 
can speed up the process but the induced grammar may be over-generalized. 
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6.3 Application to Response Grammar Induc-
tion 
We applied the semi-automatic grammar induction approach to induce gram-
mars for response templates generation. We used our response data as an 
input corpora for the clustering process. At the onset of spatial clustering, 
all the words with at least the minimum count threshold (M) in response 
data are considered pair-wise. The distance {Dist) between a pair of words 
is determined. The N pairs of entities with smallest Dist are clustered and 
labelled with SCi (e.g., SCi — afternoon | morning | evening). A list of word 
pairs with ascending order of left/right divergence distance is shown in Ta-
ble 6.2. Appropriate entities in the response data are substituted with their 
corresponding cluster labels. Spatial clustering aims to produce semantic 
categories for response templates. 
Word Pair Dist ( x l O - ” 
afternoon, morning 0.10 
abc, cu 1 0.18 
cup, bottle 2.38 
Table 6.2: Example word pairs and distance on left/right divergence {Dist). 
After spatial clustering, the process proceeds to temporal clustering. Sim-
ilarly, only words and clusters with at least the minimum count threshold (M) 
are considered. The N pairs of entities with highest MI are clustered into 
temporal clusters and labelled with TCj (e.g., TCj thank you). Table 6.3 
iBoth abc and cu are the restaurant names that appeared in the response data. 
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shows a list of word phrases with descending order of MI. Temporal clustering 
serves to produce phrasal structures for response templates. 
"Word Phrase MI (xlO—丄)— 
would you 0.82 
good SCs 1 0.51 
may i 0.43 
thank you 0.35 
Table 6.3: Example word phrases and mutual information {MI). 
The clustered entities (words/phrases) in the response data are substi-
tuted with their corresponding labels SCi/TCj in each iteration, where spa-
tial clustering and temporal clustering are performed alternately. Table 6.4 
and Table 6.5 illustrate the example sentences before and after spatial clus-
tering and temporal clustering respectively. 
Before: “i would like to have a cup of tea. ” 
“do you want a bottle of wine with your dinner” 
After: “i would like to have a SCi of tea. ” 
“do you want a SCi of wine with your dinner. ” 
Table 6.4: Example of response data sentences before and after spatial clus-
tering on SCi — cup I bottle. 
Since both spatial clusters and temporal clusters can interleave with other 
clusters, some complex sentences structure can be captured. For example, 
SCi — afternoon | morning | evening, TCj —> good SCi. 
This iterative clustering process produces a context-free grammar, which 
is post-processed with hand editing. The hand-revision process serves to 
^SC2, — afternoon | morning | evening 
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Before: “Thank you, sir. ” 
“Thank you very much.,, 
“Thank you for waiting，madam. ” 
After: 'TCj, sir, 
‘TCj very much. ” 
(TCj for waiting, madam. ” 
Table 6.5: Example of response data sentences before and after temporal 
clustering on TCj — thank you. 
organize grammar non-terminals {SC and TC), identify those that are con-
tributive towards language understanding, and label them with semantically 
relevant tags�The resultant grammar can reflect the ontology of our domain. 
6.3.1 Parameters Selection 
Based on several experimental trails, we choose to set M = 3. We found that 
some contributive/useful entities (e.g., “grapefruit，，, “mushroom”, “prawns，， 
which can be the grammar terminals of FOOD; “glass，，, “glasses", "pot" which 
can be the grammar terminals of UNIT) are filtered by larger M (i.e., M > 3). 
We experimented N with different values N = l^N = ?>^N = b and N 二 10. 
Table 6.6 compares the grammar size and time consumption with different 
values of N. 
With N = 1, only one SC and one TC are produced in each iteration, 
it is computationally expensive. After 14 iterations of clustering, only 24 
spatial and temporal clusters are produced, 4 of them are deemed irrelevant. 
Examples are shown in Figure 6.1. 
The irrelevant cluster SCQ may be due to the occurrence of many instances 
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SCQ cup I bottle 
SCs —> afternoon | morning 丨 evening 
SC4 — abc I cu I hilton 
SCQ party | steak irrelevant 
TCQ —> would you 
TC2 — may i 
TC4 — thank you 
TCs — good SC3 
Figure 6.1: Example grammar in 14 iterations with M = 3，TV = 1. The 
complete set of grammar is shown in Figure N.l, Appendix N. 
"...your party” and “ . . . your steak,,. Examples are: 
“How many persons are there in your party” 
“How many people are there in your party，， 
“How would you like your steak” 
"What vegetables would you like to have with your steak” 
With iV 二 3, 26 spatial and temporal clusters^ are produced after 5 
iterations�It is found that the resultant grammar (26 clusters, TV = 3，5 
iterations) is a superset of the previous grammar (24 clusters, N 二 1, 14 
iterations). There are 22 useful cluster produced. The extra 2 clusters are 
shown below: 
TC2 — you like TC13 — it is 
With N = 5, 31 spatial and temporal clusters^ are produced after 4 
iterations. Among those 31 clusters, 27 of them are useful. It is found that 
^The complete grammar set is described in Figure N.2 of Appendix N 
2The complete grammar set is described in Figure N.3 of Appendix N 
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the resultant grammar (31 clusters, TV 二 5, 4 iterations) is a superset of the 
previous grammars (24 clusters, TV = 1, 14 iterations and 26 clusters, TV = 3， 
5 iterations). The extra 5 clusters are: 
TCIQ — do you TCig —> may i help you 
TCi7 — take your order TC20 — i am afraid 
TC18 — a moment 
With N = 10, 47 spatial and temporal clusters are produced within only 
3 iterations, in which 40 of them are useful. Though the induction process 
is speed up, more irrelevant spatial clusters occur in the later iterations. In 
iteration 20, we can see aggressive merging of some spatial clusters. For 
example, the words “section，，and “room，，are merged with spatial cluster 
having terminals “seafood，，, “cabbage”. The clustering process becomes too 
aggressive and the induced grammar becomes over-generalized. 
We choose to use N = 6 since it is a better parameter setting. It produces 
equally good grammar using fewer iterations and less computation time when 
compared with that of iV = 1 and N = 3. 
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Iterations SCs TCs Non-terminals Terminals Time (mins)i 
N=1 14 10 ~ l 4 ^ 48 
N=3 5 10 16 26 49 
N=5 4 10 S ^ ^ 
N=10 3 14 47 ^ 
Table 6.6: Comparison on grammar size and time consumption with different 
values of N. 
6.3.2 Unsupervised Grammar Induction 
With M = 3 and N = clustering is allowed to proceed to 140 iterations. 
We monitor its progress by keeping track of the non-terminals {SC and TC) 
and terminals in the grammar (See Figure 6.2). As the grammar grows, 
the number of terminals saturated at around iteration 120, to a count of 
468. This covers a fraction of the vocabulary (1010 words in all) from the 
response data. The remaining words are those did not meet our minimum 
count threshold. The growth of clusters number stopped beyond iteration 
130. At this point, we record 202 SCs, the growth rate of TCs dominated 
the overall growth rate of the non-terminals, reaching 441 TCs at iteration 
130. 
^We used Sun Blade 2000 Workstation to conduct our grammar induction experiments. 
This is an approximate time and it will be affected by the number of concurrent jobs. 
These 4 experiments (with different parameter settings) are ran on the same machine 
concurrently. 
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Figure 6.2: Growth of response grammar units in the grammar induction 
process. 
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Some of the resultant semantic categories SCs and phrasal structures 
TCs are shown below, with their descriptions in italic form. 
SCQ 一 cup I bottle unit 
5'Ci —> hi 1 oh I okay | certainly positive feedback 
SCs afternoon | morning | evening part of day 
SC4 abc I cu I hilton restaurant name 
SCQ — steak | eggs | spaghetti food 
SCu — bar | window | location 
SC20 — TC22 I TC35 I sorry apology 
5(724 一 shrimp | spinach | carrots | baked potato food 
SC35 —> 6 I five I fifty number 
SCss where | which WH word 
SC^o —> mr I mrs title 
SCQQ TC48 1 TCISG enjoy meal 
SCioQ TC254 I TC262 reserve 
SC121 — can I may modal 
TC4 thank you thank 
TCio — good SC2, greeting 
TC22 — i am sorry apology phrase 
TC35 — i am very sorry apology phrase 
TC48 — enjoy your meal enjoy meal phrase 
TC139 -^please enjoy your meal enjoy meal phrase 
TC254 一 a table for four reserve 
TC2Q2 a table for SCs^ reserve 
Figure 6.3: Example of resultant grammar in 130 iterations with M = 3, 
TV = 5. 
As we tracked the clustering process, we found that 25 spatial clusters 
{SCs) and 51 temporal clusters (TCs) are produced within 10 iterations. 
Among those SCs, 12 of them are useful semantic categories. Examples are 
unit, restaurant name, part of day, food etc. The TCs produced at this stage 
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begin to integrate semantic category, e.g., “good SCs" (integrate semantic 
category part of day to become “good morning”）. We also see merges of SCs 
and TCs into phrase fragments, for example, 
SC20 — TC22 I TC35 I sorry 
where 
TC22 — i am sorry 
TC35 — i am very sorry 
Between the iterations 10 and 20, there are 47 SCs and 102 TCs. We 
found that 7 more useful semantic categories are produced, such as number 
and WH word. The TC produced are found to have longer phrasal structure, 
for example, 
TCVi how would you like your SCQ 
where 
SCQ —> steak | eggs . . . 
TC53 — welcome to SC4 restaurant 
where 
SC/^  — abc I cu I hilton 
Beyond iteration 20, we can find proper name spanning 2 words, e.g., 
“corn soup，，, “credit card”, "phone number”. At the same time, there are 
more merges of SCs and TCs into phrase fragments and more longer phrases 
of TCs, for example, 
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SCqi — TCI2Q I TCQ SCQ7 — TC妨 I TCisj 
where where 
TCi2q —> will there by anything else TC^g — enjoy your meal 
TCQ — anything else TC137 — please enjoy your meal 
SCioQ — TC254 I TC2Q2 SC^g — TC3 I TCi5 
where where 
TC2Q2 — a table for SC沾 TC^ —> may i 
SCs^ — 6 I five I fifty TC15 — can i 
TCUQ —> SCs8 would you prefer to sit 
where 
SCs8 — where | which 
TC104 — what would you like to drink 
TC334 would you like to order now 
6.3.3 Post-processing 
The set of context-free grammar produced from 130 iterations is post-processed. 
We hand-revise them and identify those grammar non-terminals (5'Cs and 
TCs) and terminals that contribute to response generation. The revision 
involves: 
1. Pruning irrelevant non-terminals and terminals 
We identify those that contribute to response template generation and 
prune those irrelevant non-terminals and terminals. We remove 42 SC^ 
non-terminals and around 150 TCs non-terminals. The total number 
of terminals being deleted is approximately 300. 
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Before: SCi — party | steak | eggs | spaghetti 
SCj — few I ten | forty-five 
SCk way I window | bar 
SCi first I instead 
After SCi — steak | eggs | spaghetti 
SCj —> ten I forty-five 
SCk — window | bar 
2. Consolidate grammar categories which belong to the same 
semantic class 
We combine around 50 non-terminals into 15 distinct non-terminals 
that refer to grammar categories. 
Before: SCi — mushroom | vegetables 
SCj — prawns | mushrooms 
After SCi — mushroom | mushrooms | prawns | vegetables 
3. Complete the set of terminals for some categories 
For all the remaining SCs, we complete the set of terminals with words 
or vocabulary entries below the minimum count of 3. 
Before: SCi 一 6 | 7 | five | ten 
After SCi — > 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | . . . | one | two | three | four | five . . . 
4. Label them with semantically relevant tags 
All the useful SCs and TCs are labelled with semantically relevant tags. 
We replace 30 SCs and TCs with semantic labels. They are going to 
be used as seed categories in the next clustering process described in 
Section 6.3.4. 
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Before: SCi abc | cu | hilton . . . 
After REST-NAME — abc | cu | hilton . . . 
6.3.4 Prior Knowledge Injection 
To jump-start our grammar induction process, we use seed categories to 
catalyze the induction process the formation of longer phrasal structures 
with fewer iterations, we choose 30 seed categories, which are referenced 
from the grammar non-terminals formed from unsupervised clustering. We 
tag those seed categories with semantic labels by replacing the SCi and TCi 
with semantic names. Our tags include FOOD, REST.NAME, NUM, UNIT, etc. 
We further compile these categories to become seed categories [SCQ to SC29) 
for initializing our clustering algorithm. The clustering is initialized with 227 
terminals from the seed categories (including vocabulary entries below the 
minimum count of 3). Again we monitor the grammar induction inference 
process (See Figure 6.4). It is found that the number of terminal categories 
saturates within 100 iterations to 510. We take iteration 100 as a termination 
point and record 80 SCs, 528 TCs and 510 terminals, 
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Figure 6.4: Growth of response grammar units in the grammar induction 
process seeded with prior knowledge. 
We found that longer phrasal structures are produced with slightly fewer 
iterations. The temporal cluster TCgg created at iteration 20 covers sentence 
like “what would you like to drink，，, while there is only shorter sentence 
fragments like "what would you like" is found in the unsupervised grammar 
induction of same iteration. At iteration 100, we observe a couple of clusters 
that haven't been formed in unsupervised grammar induction process. For 
example, 
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TCSQQ — would you like some wine 
TC408 — would you mind waiting until one is free 
5^ (^ 43 — TC33 I TC174 
where 
TC33 may i take your order 
TC174 — can i take your order 
6.4 Response Templates Generation 
6.4.1 Induced Response Grammar 
The resultant grammar inferred from both grammar induction processes (as 
described in Section 6.3.2 and Section 6.3.4) is post-processed as mentioned 
in Section 6.3.3. A resultant grammar set consists of 109 useful categories 
(non-terminals) and 457 terminal entries. Example of grammar includes: 
FOOD —> egg I mushroom | rice | salad | steak . . . 
REST—NAME abc | hilton . . . 
N U M 一 1 I 2 I . . . I one | two .. • 
REST — REST-NAME restaurant | REST.NAME restaurants 
TIME — NUM minutes | NUM o'clock | N U M p m ... 
6.4.2 Template Formation 
The grammars are coupled with a parser and used to parse our response data 
to retrieve key semantic concepts or phrasal structures. As you can see in 
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Table 6.7, the key semantic concepts and phrasal structures are tagged au-
tomatically with their corresponding categories by using the grammars. All 
sentences in the response data are parsed with our induced grammars to pro-
duce tagged sentences. We obtain 642 distinct tagged sentences. Examples 
of tagged sentences obtained from our parser are shown in Table 6.7. 
Before parsing: welcome to hilton restaurant 
After parsing: W E L C O M E REST 
Grammar(s): W E L C O M E —» welcome to 
REST—NAME abc | hilton ... 
REST — REST_NAME restaurant 
Before parsing: your bill is 350 dollars 
After parsing: BILL PRICE 
Grammar(s): BILL your bill is 
PRICE — N U M dollars 
N U M 1 I 2 I ... I one | two ... 
Before parsing: you have reserved a table for four at 7 pm 
After parsing: you have reserved TABLE_FOR at TIME 
Grammar(s): TABLE.FOR a table for N U M 
TIME — N U M p m 
N U M 一 1 I 2 I …I one | two ... 
Table 6.7: Examples of tagged sentences parsed using induced grammars. 
After parsing our 2,349 response sentences with the induced grammar, we 
obtain 642 distinct tagged sentences. Among those distinct tagged sentences, 
we have selected 278 tagged sentences with categories coverage greater than 
30%. We define the categories coverage as the percentage of words that 
are covered by our induced grammars. Table 6.8 presents the computation 
of categories coverage. The first one will not be selected since its categories 
coverage is less than 30%. The selected tagged sentences are used as response 
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template realization options. 
Before parsing: i will look into the matter at once 
After parsing: LWILL look into the matter at once 
Categories coverage: 2/8 二 2 5 % 
Before parsing: you have reserved a table for four at 7 pm 
After parsing: you have reserved TABLE_FOR at TIME 
Categories coverage: 6/10 = 60% 
Table 6.8: Examples illustrate the computation of categories coverage. 
By observing the pattern of these tagged sentences, we realized that some 
tagged sentences actually have similar response structures. For example, the 
following tagged sentences all refer to a response that offer additional services. 
These sentences are grouped and used to make a single response template 
labeled ANYTHING_ELSE (See Table 6.9). Each template is associated with one 
or more tagged sentences that constitute a variety of realization options. Our 
approach generated 64 response templates in total. Some examples are shown 
in Table 6.10. The categories prefixed with ‘ # ’ can be obtained either from 
grammar terminals or customer requests. Full list of semi-automatically-
induced response templates is described in Appendix P. 
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Template lalx^l: ANYTHING_ELSE 
Associated tagged sentences: Realization options: 
ANY—ELSE “Anything else?，， 
WOULD.U.LIKE ANY.ELSE "Would you like anything else?，， 
would there be ANY_ELSE “Would there be anything else?” 
do you need ANY.ELSE "Do you need anything else?，， 
MODAL」bring you ANY.ELSE “Can I bring you anything else?” 
MODAL」serve you ANY.ELSE “May I serve you anything else?，， 
Table 6.9: Template ANYTHING—ELSE offers multiple realization options by 
using its associated tagged sentences. 
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Template label: WELCOME_REST 
Tagged sentence(s): W E L C O M E REST 
Grammar(s): W E L C O M E welcome to 
REST-NAME abc | hilton . •. 
REST — REST.NAME restaurant 
Content: welcome to #REST_NAME<i2i/toii〉restaurant 
Template label: SUGGEST-FOOD ^ 
Tagged sentence(s): HOW_ABT FOOD 
i R E C O M M E N D the FOOD 
WOULD_U_LIKE some FOOD 
Grammar(s): HOWJ\BT — how about 
R E C O M M E N D — would recommend 
WOULD—LLLIKE — would you like 
FOOD — apple pie 
Content: how about #FOOD<apple pie>? 
i would recommend the # F O O D < a p p l e pie>? 
would you like some #FOOD<appie pie>? 
Template label： CONFIRMJIESERVE 
Tagged sentence(s): you have reserved TABLE—FOR at TIME 
you have a reservation for N U M people at TIME 
Grammar(s): TABLE.FOR a table for N U M 
TIME — 7 p m 
Content: you have reserved a table for # N U M < f o u r > at # T I M E < 7pm> 
you have a reservation for # N U M < f o u r > people at # T I M E < 7 
pm� 
Table 6.10: Examples of semi-automatically-induced response templates. 
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6.4.3 Bilingual Response Templates 
We translated the 64 response templates from English to Chinese in order to 
achieve Chinese response generation as well. Table 6.11 depicts the translated 
response templates SUGGEST—FOOD. 
Template label: SUGGEST—FOOD 
English responses: Chinese responses: 
How about #FOOD? #FOOD 如何？ 
I would recommend #FOOD. 我推薦#FOOD. 
Would you like some #FOOD? 您喜歡#FOOD 嗎？ 
Table 6.11: The English and Chinese responses for the template 
SUGGEST—FOOD. 
6.5 Evaluation 
We compared the resultant semi-automatically-induced response templates 
with the hand-designed one, as described in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5. Among 
the 64 semi-automatically-induced response templates, 57 of them carry sim-
ilar semantic meaning and serve the same function as those hand-designed 
(101 templates). Our semi-automatically-induced response templates cover 
around 50% (57 out of 101) of the hand-designed templates. An extra 7 tem-
plates are discovered from the induced grammar and they are not appeared in 
the hand-designed templates. One of the extra templates SHOW_LOC is shown 
in Table 6.12. 
Although the template coverage of the semi-automatically-derived re-
sponse templates is not as good as those hand-designed one, we observed that 
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Template label: SHOW_LOC 
Tagged sentence(s): S H O W you to the LOG 
Grammar(s): S H O W ^ i will show 
LOC — bar | main restaurant . . . 
Content: i will show you to the #LOC<bar> 
Table 6.12: T h e extra response template SHOW丄OC is used for showing loca-
tion to customer. 
our semi-automatically-induced response templates can increase variability of 
response. It is because each response template offers more realization options 
than those hand-designed one. The number of realization options for each 
template has increased 5 0 % in average. Take the template ANYTHING_ELSE 
as an example, the hand-designed template only gives 4 options for realizing 
a response, while the semi-automatically-induced response template offers 6 
response realizations (See Table 6.13). 
Hand-designed "Anything else, sir?，， 
template “Is that all?” 
“Is that anything else?” 
“Is there anything else, sir?" 
Semi-automatically-induced “Anything else?” 
template "Would you like anything else?” 
“Would there be anything else?” 
"Do you need anything else?" 
“Can i bring you anything else?" 
“May I serve you anything else?” 
Table 6.13: Comparison on the realization options between hand-designed 
response template and semi-automatically-induced response template with 
template label ANYTHING_ELSE. 
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6.5.1 Task Completion Rate, Grice's Maxims and User 
Satisfaction 
Recall that we have previously incorporated the response generation mecha-
nism in an initial prototype of the interactive CUHK Restaurants system, as 
described in Chapter 5. We replaced the previous developed hand-designed 
templates with the semi-automatically-induced response templates for text 
generation. We again asked ten subjects to interact with the system in or-
der to complete the three same tasks: (i) reserve a table; (ii) order a meal; 
and (iii) ask for the bill. An example evaluation dialog extracted from the 
system log file is shown in Table 6.14. We can see that the food name "gar-
den salad，，and “orange juice，，are parsed directly from the customer request 
into the category #FOOD, without undergo English-to-Chinese translation, 
while those suggested food items are obtained from existing Chinese gram-
mar terminals. The average number of dialog turns for each task is shown in 
Table 6.15. 
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Ci “Hello. I would like to order the Garden salad along with 
the orange juice. ” 
Wi “Ok，garden salad, orange juice. "Jf 白勺，garden salad, or-
Would you like anything else? I ange juice. /恣還要其他 
would recommend the Egg and 東西口馬？ 我推薦特色磨 
mushrooms special.” 薛伴蛋.” 
C2 “Er…Do you have any other main course to recommend?，， 
“No problem. How about Roasted ‘士磨薛醬烤？”無問題. 
chicken with creamy cheese and 芝如何？” 
mushroom sauce?，， 
C3 “Is there anything else?” 
''Would you like some Grilled fish “您喜歡番前香草醫烤魚 
fillet with tomato herb sauce.” 柳嗎？” 
C4 "I would like to have it. ” 
~W4“OK! Would you like anything 子的/ 您還要其他東西 
else?，， 嗎 ?” 
Cs "No, thanks.” 
W5 “You are welcome. You have or- | “ 不 用 客 氣 . 您 點 選 
dered garden salad, orange juice, T garden salad, orange 
grilled fish fillet with tomato herb juice,番前香草醬烤魚 
sauce. They will he ready in 15 mm-柳.您的食物將於""f 五 
utes, 分鐘内到.” 
Table 6.14: A n example evaluation dialog (CF customer request, WF. waiter 
response). 
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Tasks RESERVATION ORDER-FOOD BILL 
Average #dialog turns 6.5 5.5 3.2 
Table 6.15: Average number of dialog turns across the 10 evaluation dialogs 
for each of the three tasks. 
We then evaluate the dialogs in terms of the task completion rate, Grice's 
maxims and overall user satisfaction. All the evaluation dialogs logged by the 
system have been checked for task completion. A task is considered complete 
if appropriate confirmation message is present in the dialog. The result is 
shown in Table 6.16. Again the task completion rates are high for our simple 
evaluation tasks. 
Tasks RESERVATION ORDER—FOOD BILL 
Task Completion R a t e 9 0 % (9/10) 100% ( 1 0 / 1 0 ) 1 0 0 % (10/10) 
Table 6.16: Task completion rates across the 10 evaluation dialogs for each 
of the tasks - reservation, ordering food and requesting the bill. 
The results for Grice's Maxims and user satisfaction are shown in Ta-
ble 6.17. A t-test shows that most of the maxims are significantly better 
than average (Likert score 3) at a = 0.05, except the Maxim of Quantity for 
reservation task and the Maxim of Manner for order task. The details of the 
statistical test are shown in Table Q.2 of Appendix Q. 
The score for Maxim of Quantity for reservation task is relatively low. 
This reflects that some of our semi-automatically-induced response templates 
do not give sufficient information to the customer. Table 6.18 presents an 
illustration — in the second and third dialog turns, the customer does not 
give a specific location, however, the system is expecting an answer with 
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finite location such as “near the window，，. This situation does not happen 
when we use the hand-designed template. It is because the hand-designed 
one includes the location options for customer to choose (i.e., “Where would 
you like to sit?，，By the window, in the main restaurant or in the bar?"). 
RESERVATION ORDER—FOOD BILL 
Maxim of Quality 4.1 (0.9) 3.9 (1.0) 3.7 (1.2) 
Maxim of Quantity 3.4 (1.0) 4.0 (1.1) 4.0 (1.1) 
Maxim of Relevance 4.2 (1.1) 3.8 (0.9) 4.3 (1.3) 
Maxim of Manner 3.6 (0.8) 3.6 (1.1) 4.2 (1.3) 
User Satisfaction 3.5 (0.8) 3.8 (0.9) 4.0 (1.2) 
Table 6.17: Average scores and standard deviations (in brackets) from a five-
point Likert scale (1 — very poor, 5 — very good) obtained from evaluation in 
terms of Grice's Maxims and overall user satisfaction. 
Ci “I want to hook a table for two people tomorrow at 8 pm. ” 
W^i “Where would you hke to sit?” | ‘您想坐在那兒尸 
C2 “Anywhere. ” 
W2 “Where would you hke to sit?” | ‘您想坐在那兒尸 
Cs “You can assign the location to me. ” 
W3 “Where would you like to sit?” | 恣想坐在那兒 P 
Table 6.18: An example extracted from the evaluation dialogs to illustrate 
incoherent dialog turns {CF. customer request, WF. waiter response). 
6.6 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have tried to develop a set of response templates semi-
automatically from corpus. We have adopted a semi-automatic approach for 
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grammar induction to capture the language structures of responses. Agglom-
erative clustering is used to group words spatially and temporally. Several 
experiments are conducted to determine the two free parameters M — 3 
(minimum count threshold) and N = 5 (number of merges). The resultant 
grammar is post-processed by labeling tags with meaningful labels, complet-
ing the terminals for some categories, pruning irrelevant clusters and consol-
idating clusters that belonging to same categories. We have injected some 
prior knowledge that was obtained from the unsupervised grammar induc-
tion. Seed categories obtained from unsupervised process are used to catalyze 
grammar induction so as to produce longer phrases in fewer iterations. A 
set of semi-automatically-induced response templates was derived by parsing 
our response data with the induced grammar. Those templates are compared 
with the hand-designed templates in terms of templates coverage and num-
ber of realization options. Although the semi-automatically-induced response 
templates cannot outperform the hand-designed one in templates coverage, 
they still have a competitive performance with coverage greater than 50% (57 
out of 101). Our approach also increases the variability of response by pro-
viding more realization options. Our approach also increases the variability 
of response by providing more realization options. Performance evaluation 
based on the 30 interactive dialogs from 10 subjects showed at least 90% 
task completion rate. Most of the Grice's maxims as well as the overall user 





In this thesis, we have described on our initial attempt to develop a nat-
ural language generation mechanism for a prototype system in the CUHK 
Restaurants domain. The system supports text-based natural language in-
teractions and generates cooperative response based on the identified task 
goals, dialog acts and concept categories. Our dialog system behaves like a 
virtual waiter, which can handle inquiries about billing, food ordering, table 
reservation, complaints and other services, such as requesting extra utensils 
or menu and the information about the restaurant. We first begin with the 
investigation of human-human dialogs in the CUHK Restaurant domain. We 
have manually annotated the training set in terms of task goal and dialog act 
for each customer request and waiter response. Then we tag them automat-
ically in terms of semantic and syntactic concept categories. By using the 
training set, we have trained a suite of Belief Networks (BNs) to identify the 
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underlying task goal (TG) and dialog act (DA) of a given customer utterance 
automatically. We found that the task goal, dialog act and concept categories 
from the request are useful for the generation of a coherent response. We 
use the variable pair {TG, DA} to represent the dialog state of the customer 
request. A set of corpus-derived dialog state transition rules governs the 
transition from a request dialog state to a response dialog state. The latter 
is also represented in terms of {TC, DA}. Each response state is associated 
with text generation templates for response verbalization. The templates 
are hand-designed with reference to our training corpus. The templates can 
specify the sentential structure that can appropriate semantic concept cat-
egories to produce a coherent system response. Performance evaluation is 
based on thirty interactive dialogs from ten subjects. Each subject is asked 
to follow the tasks in a questionnaire to evaluate our dialog system. The 
evaluation criteria used are task completion rate, Grice's Maxims and overall 
user satisfaction. Evaluation indicated that our system achieves promising 
results with a very high task completion rate. Most of the Grice's Maxims 
as well as the overall user satisfaction scored at 4 point or above. 
We have also described a methodology to segment user requests and sys-
tem responses into individual utterances automatically based on the utter-
ance definition in VERBMOBIL-2. The automatic utterance segmentation 
procedure involves tokenization, POS tagging, Language parsing and top-
down generalized representation transformation. We have devised a set of 
top-down generalized representations from corpus. They are the simplified 
representations of parse trees and they capture syntactic structures of sen-
tences. Each rule in utterance definition is associated with a specific set of 
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top-down generalized representations. Hence we can determine if a request 
will be segmented based on the detected rule. Result shows that the auto-
matic segmented utterances are comparable to those segmented manually. 
We have further reduced the manual work involved in hand-designing the 
text templates by using a semi-automatic approach of grammar induction to 
capture the semantic and syntactic structures of responses from our training 
corpus. This is a statistical approach that uses agglomerative clustering to 
group words spatially and temporally. We found that the grammar-induced 
response templates covers more than 50% of the hand-designed templates. 
The grammar development effort is reduced and the variability of response 
realization is increased despite degradation in templates coverage. Our ap-
proach also increases the variability of response by providing more realization 
options. Performance evaluation based on the 30 interactive dialogs from 10 
subjects showed at least 90% task completion rate. Most of the Grice's max-
ims as well as the overall user satisfaction scored at 3.5 points or above. 
7.2 Contributions 
In this thesis, the following contributions are made to the research area of 
response generation. 
1. Within the context of the CUHK Restaurants domain, we implemented 
a model for generating cooperative responses based on our analysis 
(a) The task goal(s), dialog act(s) and concept categories from the 
user request are useful for response generation. 
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(b) The task goal and dialog act form the communicative goal of user. 
They can be used to capture the dialog states of user's request and 
system's response. 
(c) Hand-designed templates are used to verbalize response message. 
The templates can offer multiple verbalization options and can 
incorporate appropriate semantic concept categories. 
2. To achieve our goal of reducing manual effort in developing spoken 
dialog system. We performed the following: 
(a) An automatic utterance segmentation methodology is devised to 
segment customer requests automatically. 
(b) A set of BN is trained to infer the task goal and dialog act of 
customer's request automatically. 
(c) Dialog state transition rules are derived from the corpus automat-
ically to govern the transition from requests to responses. 
(d) Text generation templates are first designed manually based on the 
training corpus. We further devised a set of semi-automatically-
induced response templates. We used a statistical approach for 
grammar induction to induce response grammars semi-automatically. 
Our semi-automatically-induced templates are formed by parsing 
the response data with response grammars. They achieve tem-
plate coverage greater than 50% and give an addition of a number 
of extra response templates. The number of realization options 
offered by the semi-automatically-induced response templates has 
increased 50% in average. 
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3. To increase the scalability and portability of our spoken dialog system, 
we adapted: 
(a) The use of Belief Network, which is proved to be easily portable 
to other domain, for language understanding. 
(b) The use of a statistical approach for grammar induction to gen-
erate semi-automatically-induced response templates for surface 
realization. The procedure used for adapting this approach to 
new domains and even new languages is relatively simple. 
7.3 Future Work 
Possible extensions of this work include: 
1. Investigating the use of anaphoric reference resolution. 
We previously devised a mechanism for discourse inheritance in the 
CUHK Restaurants domain. We have not investigated the use of 
anaphoric reference resolution in discourse inheritance. By resolving 
the referring expressions of customer's requests, we can improve the 
inheritance strategies so as to increase the performance of our dialog 
system. 
2. Integrating speech into our dialog system in the CUHK Restaurants 
domain. 
Our dialog system supports only text-based natural language interac-
tions. We should apply speech technologies, such as speech recognition 
and text-to-speech synthesis, to our dialog system. It then acts more 
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like a virtual waiter that can accept speech input from customers and 
produce spoken response. 
3. Extending our dialog system to a multimodal spoken dialog system. 
To make our dialog system more sophisticated, we can extend it into 
a multimodal spoken dialog system. Users can use multimodal inputs 
such as text, speech and gesture together to communicate with the 
system. This helps disabled for accessing the system more easily. 
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Appendix A 
Domain-Specific Task Goals in 




Definition: The utterance contains a content on asking infor-
mation. 
Examples: “Where is the telephone?”  
BILL 
Definition: The utterance contains a content related to 
billing. 
Examples: “I would like to bill please.，，，"How much is it?，， 
COMPLAINT 
Definition: The utterance contains a content on complaint. 
Examples: “I would like to make a complaint. ”’ “The steak  
is under-cooked!，，  
ORDER—FOOD 
Definition: The utterance contains a content on ordering 
food. 
Examples: "What would you recommend for desserts?”，“I 
would like to have an American breakfast. ” 
RESERVATION 
Definition: The utterance contains a content on requesting a 
table. 
Examples: M table for four please. ”, “Can I have a table?” 
SERVE ^ 
Definition: The utterance contains a content on serving. 
Examples: "Can you bring me some matches please. ”, “Can  
I have some toothpick please?”  
Table A.l : Definition and Examples of 6 task goals corresponding to the 
CUHK Restaurant domain. 
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Appendix B 
Full List of VERBMOBIL-2 
Dialog Acts 
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ACCEPT BACKCHANNEL BYE 
CLARIFY CLOSE COMMIT 
CONFIRM DEFER DELIBRATE 
DEVIATE—SCENARIO EXPLAINED REJECT DIGRESS 
EXCLUDE FEEDBACK FEEDBACK—NEGATIVE 
FEEDBACK-POSITIVE GIVE—REASON GREET 
INFORM INIT INTRODUCE 
NOT_CLASSIFIABLE OFFER POLITENESS—FORMULA 
REFER—TO-SETTING REJECT REQUEST 
REQUEST—CLARIFY REQUEST—COMMENT REQUEST—COMMIT 
REQUEST—SUGGEST SUGGEST THANK 
Table B.l: Full list of VERBMOBIL-2 dialog acts. 
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Appendix C 
Dialog Acts for Customer 
Requests and Waiter Responses 
in the CUHK Restaurants 
Domain 
BACKCHANNEL 
Definition: With a B A C K C H A N N E L the customer solely signals 
that he is still following the conversation. 
Examples: “I see. ”，"Well.. ”，"Hmm... ” 
CLOSE 
Definition: With a CLOSE the customer says good bye to the 
waiter, thereby closing the dialog. 
Examples: “Bye!”, “Good-bye”  
DEFER 
Definition: The customer explicitly suggests or announces the 
interruption of the topic currently dealt with in 
the dialog. 
Examples: “Let's see. “Can you give me a few seconds?” 
FEEDBACK—NEGATIVE “ 
Definition: With an utterance expressing FEED-
BACK—NEGATIVE the customer reacts to a 
contribution of the dialog partner in a negative 
way. FEEDBACK-NEGATIVE can signal rejection 
or dislikes of the contents of a previous contri-
bution or it can express a negative answer to a 
yes/no question. 




Definition: With an utterance expressing FEED-
BACK_NEGATIVE the Customer reacts to a 
contribution of the dialog partner in a negative 
way. FEEDBACK-POSITIVE can signal acceptance 
of the contents of a previous contribution or 
it can express a positive answer to a yes/no 
question. 
Examples: “OK”, “That’s good.”, "Fine. “ 
GREET 
Definition: G R E E T is used for all kinds of initial greetings. 
Examples: “Hello!，，, ''Good morning.“Hi:  
INFORM 
Definition: The label INFORM is reserved for cases where none 
of the categories apply. If not enough information 
is available in the content to label the given dialog 
segment as any of those it can be label as INFORM. 
Examples: “Here it is. ”’ “I ordered dinner about half an hour 
ago. ” — 
PREFER “ ~~ 
Definition: With a P R E F E R the customer signals his/her pref-
erence on the content of previous conversation. 
Examples: “Here it is. ”，“I would like to have a seafood plat-
ter，please. “ 
REQUEST_ACTION 
Definition: The customer explicitly requests to perform one or 
more specified actions e.g., handling complaints, 
ordering food, making a reservation, looking for 
information. 
Examples: “Can you arrange a dinner for me?”, “I would 
like to make a reservation. ” 
REQUEST-COMMENT “~ 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a RE-
QUEST-COMMENT the customer explicitly 
asks his waiter to comment on a proposal. It 
is often used to yield the turn; in the case it 
prompts the dialog partner to respond. 
Examples: “Is your spicy pasta really hot?”, “Is it good?" 
REQUEST-INFO 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a REQUEST_lNFO 
the customer asks the dialog partner to present 
information or more information about something 
that has already been either explicitly or implic-
itly introduced in to the discourse. 




Definition: With an utterance expressing a RE-
QUEST-SUGGEST the customer asks the dialog 
partner to make a suggestion or proposal. 
Examples: “What would you recommend?”，“What do you  
recommended then?”   
SUGGEST — 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a S U G G E S T the cus-
tomer proposes an explicit instance or aspect of 
the negotiated topic. 
Examples: “Can，t you pull two tables together?，，, “How about  
make it for two only?”  
THANK “ ‘ 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a T H A N K the cus-
tomer expresses his gratitude to the dialog part-
ner. 
Examples: “Thank you. ”，“Thank you very much. ”  
Table C.l: Definitions and Examples of 14 dialog acts for 
customer requests in CUHK Restaurant domain. 
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APOLOGY 
Definition: With an APOLOGY the waiter solely signals regret 
to customer. 
Examples: "Fm sorry, sir. ” 
BACKCHANNEL 
Definition: With a BACKCHANNEL the waiter solely signals 
that he is still following the conversation. 
Examples: “I see.”，"Well..“Hmm...，，  
CLOSE 
Definition: With a CLOSE the waiter says good bye or close 
the conversation to the customer. 
Examples: "Good-bye, have a nice day.，，, “Please come 
again. ” 
COMMIT 
Definition: With a C O M M I T the waiter explicitly commits 
him/herself to do one or more specific actions to 
the customer. 
Examples: “1，11 show you the new table. ”, 'We can seat you 
very soon. ” 
CONFIRM “ 
Definition: The waiter wraps up the result of the negotiation 
to the customer. 
Examples: “You have ordered one apple juice, a chicken salad  
and a hamburger. ”  
DEFER 
Definition: The customer explicitly suggests or announces the 
interruption of the topic currently dealt with in 
the dialog. 
Examples: “Let's see.”, “Can you give me a few seconds?” 
FEEDBACK-NEGATIVE “ 
Definition: With an utterance expressing FEED-
BACK—NEGATIVE the waiter reacts to a con-
tribution of the dialog partner in a negative way. 
FEEDBACK一NEGATIVE can signal rejection or 
dislikes of the contents of a previous contribution 
or it can express a negative answer to a yes/no 
question. 
Examples: “No, sir. ”，'We cannot change the portions from 
four people to two people for you. “ 
FEEDBACK-POSITIVE 
Definition: With an utterance expressing FEED-
BACK—POSITIVE the waiter reacts to a con-
tribution of the dialog partner in a negative way. 
FEEDBACK—POSITIVE can signal acceptance of , 
the contents of a previous contribution or it can 
express a positive answer to a yes/no question. 
Examples: " F e g . “ O K : , “That’s good.”, “Gmat!”  
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GREET 
Definition: GREET is used for all kinds of initial greetings. 
Examples: “Hello!”，“Good morning. ”，“Hi. ” 
INFORM 
Definition: The label INFORM is reserved for cases where none 
of the categories apply. If not enough information 
is available in the content to label the given dialog 
segment as any of those it can be label as INFORM. 
Examples: “Here it is.，,，“There are fresh strawberries for 
dessert. ” 
INTRODUCE 
Definition: The utterance contains information about the 
speaker, e.g., his / her name, title, position or 
profession. 
Examples: “rm John. I will be your server tonight. “ 
OFFER 
Definition: The waiter explicitly offers to perform one or more 
specific actions. 
Examples: “May I help you?，，, “Can I give you the menu， 
sir?，，  
REQUEST-COMMENT 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a RE-
QUEST-COMMENT the waiter explicitly asks 
his dialog partner to comment on a proposal. 
It is often used to yield the turn; in the case it 
prompts the dialog partner to respond. 
Examples: “How is the wine?，，，“Is it good?”  
REQUEST-INFO 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a REQUEST_INFO 
the waiter asks the dialog partner to present in-
formation or more information about something 
that has already been either explicitly or implic-
itly introduced in to the discourse. 
Examples: "You mean the public phone?”，“Anything else?，， 
SUGGEST 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a SUGGESTthe cus-
tomer proposes an explicit instance or aspect of 
the negotiated topic. 
Examples: “I would recommend the french dressing. ” 
THANK “ 
Definition: With an utterance expressing a T H A N K the waiter 
expresses his gratitude to the dialog partner. 
Examples: "Thank you, sir. “ 
Table C.2: Definitions and Examples of 16 dialog acts for 
waiter responses in CUHK Restaurant domain. 
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Appendix D 
Grammar for Task Goal and 
Dialog Act Identification 
Amount 二 amount | amounts | quantity | ... 
Apology — sorry | apology | very Apology . . . 
BackchannelPrase 一 i see \ well | hmm | ... 
BadWord delay | hate | underdone | ... 
Bill — bill I billing | settle the bill ... 
Bread Style — whole wheat | plain | dark ... 
But — but I however 
Bye Phrase — bye | see you | ... 
Call —> call I calling | dark ... 
Cancel — cancel | skip | delete ... 
Change change | adjust | revise ... 
Chef — chef | the cook 
Choose —> choose | choice | select ... 
CHUNK — For all unseen and dummy words 
ClosePhrase — enjoy your meal | you are welcome ... 
Come —> come | comes | ... 
Comparative — better | bigger | warmer | ... 
Complain — complain | accuse | make a complaint . � . 
Cook —> cook I cooked | done ... 
CookStyle —> barbecue | stir fry | steam ... 
Cost —> cost I costs I deserves \ ... 
CountryStyle — amercian | Chinese | swiss ... 
Course —> meal | main course ... 
DateDay —> monday | tuesday | ... 
DateExpression Numberth of DateMonth | DateMonth Numberth | to Da-
teExpression | . . . ^ 
Defer Phrase —> let me see | just a moment ... 
Description expensive | fresh | new ... 
Dish —> dish | dishes | ... 
Dressing —> thousand island | sour cream | CountryStyle Dressing .. • 
Drink —> drink | drank | beverage ... 
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Eat 一 eat | ate | taste ... 
EggStyle —> hard boiled | sunny side up | scrambled ... 
Else — anything else | anything | else ... 
Equipment — telephone | restroom | plate ... 
Flavor — chocolate | vanilla | mint ... 
Food-Item — french fries | roasted chicken | BreadStyle Bread • . . 
Food Style buffer | la carte | ... 
GoodWord 一 fine | glad | very GoodWord . . . 
GreetingPhrase — hello | hi | good morning | ... 
Here -—> here | here it is | here you are ... 
How — how I how，s | ... 
HowLong — how long 
HowMany —> how many 
HowMuch — how much 
If — z/ 
Information — information | data | detail ... 
Interrupt — excuse me 
Like — look like 
Location — corner | over there | near the window ... 
Made — make | made | prepare ... 
Meal Description — breakfast | lunch | ... 
Menu 一 menu | FoodJtem menu | Food—Item list ... 
Mine — mine 
Name name | initials | chan ... 
Not — are not | do not ... 
NotKnow — don't know | not sure | ... 
NoWord —> no | neither | that，s all 
Number —» number | numbers 
Numberth — first | second | ... 
NumberValue —> one | two | ... hundred | . . . NumberValue NumberValue 
OK Word —> ok | okay ... 
Open — open | opens ... 
Or — or 
Order order | orders | take order ... 
Pay —> pay | paid | settle ... 
Pay Method —> credit card | cheque | voucher \ ... 
PercentValue — NumberValue percent | NumberValue % 
Person — people | person | persons 
PhoneNumber phone number | call number ... 
Please please 
Preference would like | prefer | want ... 
Price — price | pricing | figure | ... 
PriceValue $ NumberValue | NumberValue dollars •.. 
Punct-Exclam —> ！ 
Punct—Period — . 
Punct—Quest 一 ？ 
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RCPhrase — are you sure ... 
RelativeAmount —> more \ much | less ... 
RelativeDate — today | tonight | tomorrow ... 
RelativeTime — soon | later | now ... 
Request — do you like | may i \ ... 
Reserve — reserve | book | reservation ... 
Restaurant —^  restaurant | cafe | fish ... 
RestaurantName — garden | pizza hut ... 
Same 一 same | equal | identical | •.. 
Seasoning 一 chili sauce | shrimp sauce | vinegar ... 
Seat — seat 丨 seats | take a seat ... 
Serve — serve | offer \ deliver ... 
Sit — sit I sits ... 
Size —> small | medium | large ... 
SmokeOption smoke | smoking | non smoking ... 
SteakStyle — rare | medium | well-done ... 
Substitute — substitute | instead | replace | ... 
Suggest — suggest | suggestion | recommendation ... 
Table —> table | tables | free place ... 
ThankPhrase — thank | thank you | thank you very much ... 
Third Person — friend | wife | husband | ... 
Time —> time | NumberValue a.m. | NumberValue p.m.... 
TodaySpecial — today，s special | today special ... 
Try — try | trying | tried ... 
Unit — piece | slice | a piece of 
Wait — wait | waiting | wait a moment ... 
Waiter waiter | server | waitress ... 
What — what | what kind | what^s ... 
When — when | when's | ... 
Where — where | where，s ... 
Which —> which | which,s •.. 
Why —> why | why,s | ... 
YesWord — yes | sure | certainly ... 
ActionWord —> Bill | Reserve | Order . . . 
Wh_Word Where | What | Which | . • • 
Table D.l: The hand-defined grammar for task goal and 






1. An utterance corresponds to a clause or sentence: It must contain a 
finite verb, a verb form that fully occurs in an independent clause. 
e.g., “I want a seafood platter. ”, "May I take your order?,， 
2. For complex sentences with two finite verbs the following rule applies: 
(a) If one of the verbs is a complement verb, then the complex sentence 
is regarded as one single utterance. 
e.g., “He complained that the soup is cold.” 
(b) Otherwise each of the sub-clauses is regarded as an utterance, 
e.g., “I want a seafood platter and the lady will have some coffee. ” 
3. There are certain cases in which an utterance does not correspond to 
a clause as defined in above. 
(a) Whole turns: Every turn consists of at least one utterance. 
Therefore, if the material presented as a complete turn does not 
correspond to a clause as defined above, it nevertheless is regarded 
as an utterance. 
e.g., “Here.” 
(b) Fixed phrases : Certain dialogue acts can be expressed by more 
or less fixed lexemes of phrases. These expressions - if they per-
form one of the following dialogue acts - are regarded as utter-
ances. 
e.g., FEEDBACK—POSITIVE: “okay，，, “yes”, etc. 
e.g., FEEDBACK—NEGATIVE: “no” , etc. 
e.g., BACKCHANNEL: "well.. ”, “hmm... ”, etc. 
e.g., CLOSE： "hye'\ “goodbye”, etc. 
e.g., THANK: “thank you，，, “thanks”, etc. 
e.g., GREET： “good morning”, “hello”, “hi”) etc. 
(c) Nominal phrases (noun or noun phrases): The dialogue acts 
REQUEST_lNFO and INFORM can be linguistically expressed by a 
nominal phrase in some cases. In such a case the NP is regarded 
as an utterance. 
e.g., “white wine?，\ “bottle.” 
Figure E.l: Utterance definition adapted from VERBMOBIL-2 [38 . 
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Appendix F 
Dialog State Transition Rules 
{ASK-INFQ, BACKCHANNELj^ eguegt 一 {ASK-INFO, 0FFER]>鄉謹e  
{ASK_INF0, BY^}request — {ASK-INFO, CLOSE}response  
{ASK-INFQ, DEFER}request — {ASK-INFO, OFFER]>esponse  
{ASKJNFO, FEEDBACK—POSITIVEjveguest — {ASKJNFO, INFORM}response  
{ASK-INFO, FEEDBACK-NEGATIVEj^equest — {ASK-INFO, INFORM}response  
{ASK-INFO, GREET}request — {ASK-INFO, GREET]response  
{ASK-INFO, mFORMjrequest — {ASK-INFO, INFORM}response  
{ASK-INFO, PREFER]>eg贈t (SERVE, REQVESTANFO}response  
{ASK-INFO, REQVEST-ACTION}request — {SERVE, FEEDBACK-POSITIVEj^ esponse  
{ASK-INFO, REQUEST-COMMEISIT}request — {SERVE, FEEDBACK.POSITIVE}response 
{ASK-INFO, REQUESST-INFOjveg嶋t — {ASK-INFO, INFORM}response  
{ASK-INFO, REQUEST-SUGGESTjveg 臓 t — { SERVE, mFORU} re spouse  
{ASK-INFO, SUGGESTjveguest — {SERVE, mFORU}response  
{ASKJNFO, TYLA-NK}request — {ASK_INF0, CLOSE}^ esponse  
{bill, BACKCHANNELjveg贈t 一 {BILL, OFFER}response  
{BILL, BYE}request 一 (BILL, CLOSE}response  
{bill, DEFER}request 一 （BILL, OFFERjr^esponse  
{bill, FEEDBACK-POSmVEjveg^uest 一 {BILL, INFORM}response  
{bill, FEEDBACK_NEGATIVE]>eg細t (BILL, APOLOGYj^ esponse  
{bill, GREET}request 一 (BILL, GREET}re5ponse  
{bill, INFORM}^eq^est ~> {BILL, TIIANK&LINFORM}response  
{BILL, REQUEST-ACTIONjveguest 一 {BILL, INFORM}response  
{ B I L L , REQUEST_COMMENT]>eg嶋t — {BILL, FEEDBACK—POSITIVE]>espon5e  
{BILL, REQUESTANFO}request (BILL, INFORM}response 
{BILL, REQUEST-SUGGESTjveg嶋T — {BILL, mFORU}response  
{BILL, SUGGESTjveg贈T 一 {BILL, THANKj^ esponse  
{bill, THANK}request — (BILL, CLOSEj^ esponse  
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{COMPLAINT, BACKCHANNEL]>eg牆T — {COMPLAINT, APOLOGYjyesponse  
{COMPLAINT, BYE}request — {COMPLAINT, CLOSE} response 
{COMPLAINT, DEFER}request — {COMPLAINT, OFFER}response  
{ c o m p l a i n t , FEEDBACK_NEGATIVE}regwest — {COMPLAINT, APOLOGYj^esponse 
fc { c o m p l a i n t , COMMITj^egponse  
{ c o m p l a i n t , FEEDBACK_NEGATIVE}^equest — {COMPLAINT, APOLOGY}response 
k {COMPLAINT, REQVEST.INFO}response 
{ C O M P L A I N T , FEEDBACK-POSITIVE}r-eg^ e5t — {COMPLAINT, APOLOGY}^ esponse  
{COMPLAINT, GREET}request {COMPLAINT, GREETJ^ESPONSE 
{complaint, INFORM}request — {COMPLAINT, APOLOGYj^gsponse 
FC {COMPLAINT, COMMITjvesponse  
{COMPLAINT, PREFER}request — {COMPLAINT, FEEDBACK_POSITIVE}^espon5e 
k { C O M P L A I N T , COMMITjvesponse  
{COMPLAINT, REQVESTJ^CTION}request — {COMPLAINT, APOLOGY}response 
fc {COMPLAINT, OFFER}response  
{COMPLAINT, REQUEST ^COMMENT} request — {COMPLAINT, AFOLOGY} response 
{ c o m p l a i n t , REQUEST_INFO}r-egnest — {COMPLAINT, APOLOGY}response 
K {COMPLAINT, COMMIT}response  
{ c o m p l a i n t , REQUEST-SUGGEST}reguest — {COMPLAINT, INFORM}response  
{complaint, SUGGEST}request 一 {COMPLA INT , APOLOGYj^esponse  
{complaint, TRANK}request 一 {COMPLAINT, CLOSE]>esponse  
{OOD, BACKCHANNELJV学est 一 {OOD, OFFER}response  
{ O O P , BYE}request 一 {OOD, CLOSEj^egponse  
{OOD, DEFER}request — {OOD, OFFER} response 
{ O O P , FEEDBACK_POSITIVE}regue5t 一 {OOD, OFFER}response  
{OOD, FEEDBACK_NEGATIVE]>eg嶋t {OOD, APOLOGYjresponse  
{ O O P , GREET]>eg牆 t 一 {OOD, GREET}response  
{ O O P , mFORMjrequest 一 {OOD, GREET}response  
{OOP, PREFER}request 一 {OOD, FEEDBACK-POSITWE}response  
{OOD, REQUEST-ACTION}request — {OOD, FEEDBACK—POSITIVEjyesponse  
{OOD, REQUEST_COMMENT]>eg嶋t — {OOD, FEEDBACK—POSITIVE}代印^mse  
{ O O P , REQUEST_INFO}reguest 一 {OOD, INFORM.}response  
{ O O P , REQUEST suggest} request ~> {OOD, SUGGEST]>esponse  
{ O O P , s u g g e s t } — e 对 — {OOD, FEEDBACK-POSITIVE}^esponse  
{OOP, T H A N K j v e g 贈 t — {OOD，THANK]>esp贈e  
{ORDER-FOOD, BACKCHANNEL]>eg删t — {ORDER-FOOD, REQUEST-INFOj^esponse  
{ORDER-FOOD, BYE}request 一 {ORDERJOOD, CLOSE}response  
{ORDER-FOOD, DEFERjreguest 一 {ORDERJOOD, OFFER}response  
{ORDER-FOOD, FEEDBACK_NEGATIVE}^equest — {ORDER-FOOD, mFORU]response  
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{ O R D E R - F Q O D , FEEDBACK_POSITIVE]>eguest — { O R D E R J O O D , TUAI^K}response  
{ O R D E R _ F O O D , GREETjrequest — { O R D E R _ F O O D , GREET}response 
fc { O R D E R - F O O D , ORDER]>espoTise  
{ O R D E R - F O O D , INFORM]>eguest — { O R D E R - F O O D , REQUESTANFO}response  
{ O R D E R - F O O D , PREFER}request — { O R D E R _ F O O D , REQUEST_INFO} response 
fc { O R D E R - F O O D , SUGGESTj^esponse  
{ O R D E R J O O D , P R E F E R } r e g贈 t { O R D E R - F O O D , REQ\JESTANFO}response  
{ O R D E R _ F O O D , REQUEST-ACTION}request — { O R D E R _ F O O D , FEEDBACK_POSITIVE}^esponse 
k { O R D E R - F O O D , INFORM}response  
{ O R D E R _ F O O D , REQUEST_ACTION}^egiiest — { O R D E R _ F O O D , FEEDBACK-POSITIVEj^esponse 
k { O R D E R - F Q O D , REQUEST—INFOjvesponse 
{ O R D E R - F O O D , REQUEST—COMMENT]>egixest — { O R D E R - F O O D , INFORM}response  
{ O R D E R J O O D , REQUEST-INFOlr-egnest 一 { O R D E R - F O O D , INFORM}^esponse  
{ O R D E R - F O O D , REQUEST-SUGGESTj^egnest — { O R D E R - F Q Q D , SVGGEST}response  
{ O R D E R - F O O D , S U G G E S T } 叫廳 t 一 { O R D E R - F O Q D , FEEDBACK_NEGATIVE}r^esponse 
{ O R D E R - F O O D , THANKJ^EGUEST — { O R D E R J F O O D , CLOSEJ^ESPONSE  
{ O R D E R _ F O O D , THANKjveguest — { O R D E R _ F O O D , FEEDBACK-POSITIVEjvespcmse 
fc { O R D E R - F O O D , REQUESTANFO}response 
{ r e s e r v a t i o n , BACKCHANNELjveguest 一 {RESERVATION, APOLOGY}response  
{ r e s e r v a t i o n , B Y E j v e g 贈 t — {RESERVATION, CLOSE}response  
{ r e s e r v a t i o n , DEFERj^egnest — {RESERVATION, QFFERj^esponse  
{ r e s e r v a t i o n , FEEDBACK-NEGATIVE}^eg^e5t — {RESERVATION, APOLOGYj^esponse  
{RESERVATION, FEEDBACK—POSITIVEJVEGUEST — {RESERVATION, mFORM}response  
{reservation, GREET}request — {RESERVATION, GREET}response  
{reservation, lNFORM}request — {RESERVATION, REQUESTANFO}response  
{ r e s e r v a t i o n , PREFERjr-egnest {RESERVATION, REQUESTANFO}response  
{reservation, FREFER}request — {RESERVATION, FEEDBACK_POSITIVE}^esponse 
FC {RESERVATION, REQUEST-INFOjvesponse 
{ r e s e r v a t i o n , REQVEST-ACTION}request 一 {RESERVATION, REQUEST^-NFO}response  
{reservation, REQVESTACTION}request — {RESERVATION, FEEDBACK_POSITIVE}^esponse 
& {RESERVATION, REQUEST_INFO}R>espon5e 
{RESERVATION, REQUEST-COMMENTJ^eguest — {RESERVATION, FEEDBACK-POSITIVEJ^esponse 
{ r e s e r v a t i o n , REQUEST_INFO]>eg删 t — {RESERVATION, INFORMjyesponse  
{reservation, SVGGEST}request — {RESERVATION, FEEDBACK-POSITIVEj^esponse 
{ r e s e r v a t i o n , T H A N K j v e g牆 t — {RESERVATION, CLOSE}response  
{SERVE, BACKCHANNEL}^EG^,EST — {COMPLAINT, O F F E R ) response  
{ s e r v e , BYE}request 一 {SERVE, CLOSE}response  
{ s e r v e , DEFER}^eguest 一 {SERVE, OFFER}response  
{ S E R V E , FEEDBACK—NEGATIVEjvegnest — {COMPLAINT, APOLOGYjresponse  
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{SERVE, FEEDBACK-POSITIVEJVEGUEST — {SERVE, INFORM}response  
{SERVE, GREET}REG嶋T — {SERVE, GREET}response  
{SERVE, INFORMJVEGUEST — {SERVE, INFORM}response  
{SERVE, prefer} request — { SERVE, FEEDBACK .POSITIVE} response  
{ s e r v e , R E Q U E S T - A C T I O N }代 g鹏 t {SERVE, FEEDBACK-POSITIVEj^egponse  
{SERVE, REQVEST-ACTION]request — {SERVE, FEEDBACK_POSITIVE}^esponse 
FC {SERVE, INFORM}response  
{SERVE, REQJJEST-LNFO}request — {SERVE, FEEDBACK .POSITIVE} response  
{serve, REQUEST ^SUGGEST} request { SERVE, SUGGESTj^esponse  
{ s e r v e , THANK]>egi^est 一 {SERVE, mFORU}response  
Table F.l : Full list of dialog state transition rules. 
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Appendix G 
Full List of Templates Selection 
Conditions 
Response dialog stait^s Templates solecl.ioii coiidi- Seloctcd teniplatos 
' . 、：..： ‘‘trons ...,......:':'...::::�.:.:.: : ,、：:::： 
{ASK—INFO, J^II APOLOGY 
APOLOGY}  
{ASK_INFO, n i l NO 
FEEDBACK 一 NEGATIVE} 
{ASK—INFO, n i l YES 
FEEDBACK—POSITIVE}  
{ASK—INFO, CLOSE} Category Bye—Phrase is absent CLOSE  
{ASK-INFO，CLOSE} Category Bye—Phrase is BYE 
present  
{ASK」NFO’ GREET} GREETING  
{ASKJNFO, INFORM} Category Reserve is present ADVISE_RESERVE  
Category Menu is present MENU-HERE  
C a t e g o r i e s W h L W o r d a n d INFORM—EQUIP 丄 OC 
Equipment are present  
C a t e g o r i e s W h L W o r d g ^ OFFERJiELP 
Equipment are absent  
C a t e g o r i e s W h L W o r d a n d " INFORM_FOOD_SERVE 
Serve are present  
C a t e g o r i e s W h L W o r d a n d INFORM_MEAL_TIME 
Meal Description are present  
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C a t e g o r i e s W h L W o r d a n d INFORM_CLOSE_TIME 
Close are present 
C a t e g o r i e s W H— W o r d a n d INFORM_OPEN_TIME 
Open are present 
C a t e g o r i e s W H . W o r d a n ^ INFORM_PRICE_RANGE 
Price are present 
{ASK_INFO, OFFER} nil OFFEFLHELP  
{ASK」NFO，THANK} THANK  
{BILL, IDI YES 
FEEDBACK-POSITIVE}  
{BILL, IIII APOLOGY 
APOLOGY}  
{BILL, ^ ^  
FEEDBACK 一 NEGATIVE} 
{BILL, CLOSE} Category Bye_Phrase is absent CLOSE  
{BILL, CLOSE} Category Bye.Phrase is BYE 
present  
{BILL, GREET} nil — GREETING  
{BILL, INFORM} nil HERE 
Category Bill is present INFORM—BILL  
Categories ^ a ^ PAY_METHOD_WORTH 
PayMethod are present  
C a t e g o r y H 〇 W _ M U C H i T INFORM_BILL 
present and Category Price-
Value is absent  
C a t e g o r i e s R C P h r a s e a r ^ EXPLAIN_BILL 
PriceValue are present  
Categories R e q u e s t a n d ACCEPT_PAYJffiTHOD 
PayMethod are present 
REJECT-PAY-METHOD 
{BILL, OFFER} OFFER-HELP  
{BILL, THANK} "nil — THANK  
{COMPLAINT, nil APOLOGY 
APOLOGY} 一 
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{COMPLAINT, nil N O 
FEEDBACK—NEGATIVE}  
{COMPLAINT, nil Y E S 
FEEDBACK—POSITIVE}  
{COMPLAINT, CLOSE} Category Bye—Phrase is absent CLOSE 
{COMPLAINT, CLOSE} Category Bye—Phrase is BYE 
present 
{COMPLAINT, GREET} R^ GREETING  
{COMPLAINT, INFORM} Categories Equipment and COMMIT—BRING 
Bad Word are present 
Categories Change and Bad- COMMIT—CHANGE 
Word are present  
Category BadWord is present COMMIT—CHECK  
{COMPLAINT, OFFER} M OFFER_HELP  
{COMPLAINT, nil OFFER_HELP 
REQUEST_INFO}  
{COMPLAINT, THANK} THANK  
{ORDER—FOOD, nil APOLOGY 
APOLOGY}  
{ORDER-FOOD, nil NO 
FEEDBACK—NEGATIVE}  
{ORDER_FOOD, nil YES 
FEEDBACK-POSITIVE}  
{ORDER_FOOD, CLOSE} Category Bye—Phrase is absent CLOSE  
{ORDER_FOOD, CLOSE} Category Bye—Phrase is BYE 
present  
{ORDER_FOOD, GREET} GREETING  
{ORDER—FOOD, Category Food-Item is present ASK_STEAK_STYLE  
INFORM} C a t e g o r i e s R C P h r a s e a n d INFORM—FOOD 
FoodJtem are present  
Categories Request and De- ORD—IT,s_DESC 
scription are present  
Categories Serve and Equip- ORD_SERVE_BY 
ment are present  
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Category Substitute is present INFORM—SUB  
C a t e g o r y T o d a y S p e c i a l i T INFORM_TODAY_SPEC 
present 
Categor i esWH_Wordar id^ INFORM_DRESSING 
Dressing are present 
C a t e g o r i e s W H _ W o r d a n ^ INFORM_FOOD 
FoodJtem are present 
{ORDER_FOOD, OFFER} nil ORD—OFFER  
{ORDER—FOOD, Category FoodJtem is present ASK_STEAK_STYLE 
REQUEST—INFO} FoocLltem — steak  
Category FoodJtem is present ASK_EGG—STYLE 
FoodJtem — egg  
Category Food-Item is present ANYTHING-ELSE  
Categories Request and Sug- WHETHER—TRY 
gest are present 
{ORDER—FOOD, nil — SUGGESTJOOD  
SUGGEST} Categories Wh.Word and To- INFORM—TODAY—SPEC 
daySpedal are present 
{ORDER—FOOD, THANK} THANK  
{RESERVATION, nil APOLOGY 
APOLOGY}  
{RESERVATION, nil N O 
FEEDBACK—NEGATIVE}  
{RESERVATION, nil WHETHER_RESERVE 
OFFER}  
{RESERVATION, nil Y E S 
FEEDBACK—POSITIVE}  
{RESERVATION, CLOSE} Category Bye—Phrase is absent CLOSE  
{RESERVATION, CLOSE} Category Bye—Phrase is BYE 
present  
{RESERVATION, GREET} R^ GREETING  
{RESERVATION, Categories YesWord and Table TAKE_SEAT 
are absent 
INFORM} SHOW_TABLE  
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{RESERVATION, Category Date is absent ASK-DATE  
REQUEST」NFO} Category Time is absent ASK_TIME 
Category NumberValue is ab- ASK_PPL_NUM 
sent 
Category RelativeDate is ab- ASK_DAY 
sent 
Category Location is absent ASK丄OC 
{RESERVATION, Category Location is absent SUGGEST—TABLE丄OC 
SUGGEST} Category SmokeOption is ab- SUGGEST_TABLE_SMKOPT 
sent 
{RESERVATION, THANK} THANK  
{SERVE, IDI APOLOGY 
APOLOGY}  
{SERVE, N?  
FEEDBACK—NEGATIVE}  
{SERVE, nil Y E S 
FEEDBACK—POSITIVE}  
{SERVE, CLOSE} Category Bye-Phrase is absent CLOSE  
{SERVE, CLOSE} Category Bye_Phrase is BYE 
present  
{SERVE, GREET} R^ GREETING  
{SERVE, INFORM} Category Equipment is HERE 
present  
C a t e g o r i e s G o o d W o r d a n d ENJOY_MEAL 
FoodJtem are present  
Category Music is present NO-MUSIC  
{SERVE, OFFER} OFFER-SERVE  
{SERVE, Category Equipment is COMMIT—BRING 
present 
REQUEST」NF〇}  
{SERVE, THANK } ni l THANK  





Template L a b d Toinplate Coiitoiil s 
ACCEPT_PAY_METHOD W e can accept #PayMethod here.  
ADVISEJIESERVE W e would advise you to m a k e a reservation. 
ANY_HELP Anything else I can help you, sir?  
ANYTHING—ELSE Anything else, sir? | Is that all? | Is that anything 
else? I Is there anything else, sir? 
APOLOGY W e are sorry, sir. | W e are very sorry, sir.  
ASKJDAY Which day do we expect?  
ASK_EGG_STYLE H o w would you like us to cook your eggs? sunny 
side up, over easy, hard boiled, poached or scram-
bled?  
ASK_HAM_OR_BACON W e serve h a m or bacon with your eggs. Which 
would you prefer?  
ASK_JUICE W h a t kind of juice would you prefer, tomato or 
orange or apple?  
ASK_LOC W h e r e would you like to sit? B y the window, in 
the main restaurant or in the bar?  
ASK_NAME_PHONE M a y I have your surname and phone number, sir? 
ASK_NOW_OR丄ATER Would you like it now or later?  
ASK_PPL_NUM For how m a n y people, please? 
ASK_ROLL_OR_TOAST Would you like it with toasts or rolls? 
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ASK_SMOKE_OPT Would you like to have a seat in smoking area or 
non-smoking area? 
ASK_STEAK_STYLE H o w would you like that done? rare, m e d i u m or 
well done? 
ASK_TABLE一FINE Will this table be fine?  
ASK—TEA_OR_COFFEE And tea or coffee? | Would you like tea or coffee? 
ASK—TIME A t what time can w e expect you? 
ASK_WHAT_TO_EAT W h a t would you like to eat?  
ASK_WHETHER_FINE Will this be fine?  
ASK_WHETHER_GOOD Is the food fine?  
BACKCHANNEL I see. | h m m . " | well." | hull... 
BYE Bye. | Bye bye. | Goodbye. 
CALL_ME Y o u can call m e whenever you need help. 
CHARGE_EXTRA w e charge you extra for it. 
CLOSE Y o u are welcome.  
COME_FOOD It comes with #Food-Item • 
COME_TO-ORDER A waiter will come and take your order.  
COMMIT Yes I will. 
COMMIT_BRING I will bring you one.  
COMMIT—CHANGE 1,11 change it for you.  
COMMIT—CHECK I will check your order first. 
COMMIT_FOOD OK, #Food-ltem.  
COMMITJJEW I will bring you a new one.  
COMMIT_RIGHTJ)ISH I'll bring you the right dish at once. 
CONFIRMJJAME # N a m e .  
CONFIRM_RESERVE You have reserved a table for #I\lumberValue, 
^Location at #T ime #RelativeDate. 
DEFER Please wait a second. | Wait a moment, please. 
ENJOY_MEAL I hope you enjoy your meal.  
EXPECT-YOU W e are expecting you.  
EXPLAIN_BILL It includes the tax and service charges, sir. 
FULL Fin afraid that we are full right now.  
GREETING Hello. | Hi.  
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HERE Here it is. | Here you are. 
INFORM—BILL Your bill comes to $ #PriceValue. | Your bill will 
be $ #PriceValue. | Your bill comes to $ #Price-
Value, sir. | Your bill will be $ #PriceValue, sir. 
INFORM—CHANGES Here is your changes.  
INFORM_CLOSE_TIME Our restaurant closes at #Time.  
INFORM_DRESSING It's m a d e of #lngredient.  
INFORM_EQUIP_LOC It，s #Location. 
INFORM_F。OD #FoodJtem.  
INFORM_FOOD_CALL It is called #FoodJtem. 
INFORM_FOOD_SERVE W e serve a great variety of popular American 
dishes. 
INFORM_MEAL_TIME Our restaurant is opened for breakfast from 
#BreakfastTime until #LunchTime, and dinner 
from #DinnerTime. 
INFORM-OPEN一TIME Our restaurant opens at #Time.  
INFORM_PRICE_RANGE It depends. Around fifty to two hundred dollars 
per person.  
INFORM-SIZE W e serve #Size , sir.  
INFORM_SUB The only thing I can substitute for you is 
#Food_ltem. 
INF。RM_TIME_ARRIVE It should take about fifteen minutes, sir.  
INFQRM_TODAY—SPEC W e would have #Food-ltem for todays special. 
INFORM_UNIT_FOOD O K . I will give #Unit of #Food_ltem to you later. 
INTRODUCE M y n a m e is Harry. I will be your server.  
MENU_HERE Here is the menu.  
NICEJDAY Have a nice day. 
NO No. I No, sir.  
NO_MUSIC W e do not provide music here.  
OFFERJiELP Can I help you, sir? | Can I help you? | What can 
I help you? | May I help you? | What can I help 
you? I What can I help you, sir?  
OFFER-SERVE M a y I serve the food to you now? 
OOD_INFORM W e do not provide such service. 
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ORD_COMMIT I'll m a k e sure the chef prepares it just the way you 
like. 
ORD_COMMIT_TIME Your order should arrive within 15 minutes. 
。RD一CONFIRM一ORDER Y o u have ordered #Food-ltem.  
ORD_IT,S_DESC It 's #Description. 
ORD_IT'S_GOOD It's very well, sir. | It's good, sir. | It's very good, 
sir. I It's really good. | It's really good, sir.  
ORD.OFFER May I take your order, sir? | What would you like 
to order, sir? 
ORD_SERVE_BY Y o u serve it by ^Equipment.  
PAY-CASH Can you pay it in cash? 
PAY_METHOD_WORTH It's worth #PayMethodVVorth.  
REJECT_PAY_METHOD I'm afraid w e cannot accept #PayMethod here. 
REC)—COMMENT Is it ok? | Is it alright? | Is everything alright? | 
Is everything ok?  
SEAT-SOON We can seat you very soon.  
SEE_YOU See you then. 
SERVE-FOOD Your #Food-ltem, sir.  
SHOW-TABLE I'll show you your table.  
SUGGEST_FOOD H o w about #Food_ltem? | W h a t about 
#FoodJtem? | I would recommend #FoodJtem. 
SUGGEST_SMKOPT Would you like having a table in #SmokeOption. 
SUGGEST_TABLE_LOC Would you like having a table in #Location.  
TABLE_READY Your table is ready. | W e have a table for you 
now.  
TAKE-SEAT Please take a seat, sir  
TAKE-TIME Please take your time. 
THANK Thank you, sir.  
THIS-WAY This way, please.  
WAIT Would you wait for a while?  
WAIT-APOLOGY W e are very sorry to have kept you waiting.  
WELCOME_REST Welcome to H C I restaurant.  
WHAT Pardon me, sir. What can I help you? 
WHETHER_DECIDE Have you decided on something?  
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WHETHER-RESERVE Do you have any reservation? 
WHETHER—TRY Do you want to try it, sir? | Wanna try some? 
YES Yes, sir. | Certainly, sir. 
STOP STOP THE TEXT GENERATION PROCESS. 
Table H.l: Full list of text generation templates. 
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Appendix I 
Evaluation Test Questionnaire 
for Dialog System in the 
CUHK Restaurant Domain 
\ 
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Evaluation of Dialog Management in the CUHK 
Restaurants Domain 
Background 
We have developed a prototype system in the Restaurants domain. The system can accept 
typed input from you in the form of natural language queries and it will try to respond 
to your request. The system plays the role of a virtual waiter in a restaurant, and tries 
to handle customer (i.e., you) requests such as table reservations, food ordering, billing, 
complaints and question answering. We ask you to kindly try out the system in the 
following three tasks. Your feedback in the questions that follow will be very valuable 
for the further development of this system. Thanks! 
Task ONE — Reservation 飞飞丁i . , 广 . 丄 ， . ‘ 
You want to reserve a table in a restaurant. While interacting with the waiter, you may 
specify the time of reservation, number of people and the location of the table, etc. Some 
personal contact information may also be required. 
Questions: [Rates from 1 to 5: 1 二“very poor", 5二“very good"] 
1. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are accurate and true? 
2. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are informative? 
3. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are relevant to the conver-
sation? 
4. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are clear? 
5. To what extent are you satisfied with the overall performance of the system in 
responding to your questions? 
Task TWO 一 Order food 
You want to order a meal in a restaurant. 
Questions: [Rates from 1 to 5: l="very poor", 5= "very good”] 
1. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are accurate and true? 
2. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are informative? 
3. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are relevant to the conver-
sation? 
4. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are clear? , 
5. To what extent are you satisfied with the overall performance of the system in 
responding to your questions? 
Task THREE 一 Billing 
You want to ask the waiter for a bill for payment. 
Questions: [Rates from 1 to 5: l="very poor", 5= "very good"] 
1. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are accurate and true? 
2. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are informative? 
3. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are relevant to the conver-
sation? 
4. Do you think that the answers of the virtual waiter are clear? 
5. To what extent are you satisfied with the overall performance of the system in . \ 
responding to your questions? 
Figure I.l: The evaluation test questionnaire to evaluate the user satisfaction 




PQS Tag Description Example  
CC coordinating conjunction and  
CD cardinal number I, third  
DT determiner the  
EX existential there there is  
FW foreign word d'hoevre  
IN preposition/subordinating in, of, like 
conjunction  
JJ adjective green  
JJR adjective, comparative greener  
JJS adjective, superlative greenest  
LS list marker  
MD modal could, will  
NN c o m m o n noun table  
NNP proper noun John   
NNPS plural proper noun Vikings  
NNS noun plural tables  
PDT predeterminer both the boys  
POS possessive ending friend ’s  
PRP personal pronoun I, he, it  
PRP$ possessive pronoun my, his  
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adverb ” however, usually, naturally, here, 
good  
RBR adverb, comparative better  
RBS adverb, superlative best  
RP particle give up  
Symbol — AU (gold)  
TO to to go, to him  
"UH interjection uhhuhhuhh  
VB verb base form take  
VBD verb past took  
VBG gerund taking  
VBN past participle taken  
VBP verb, present, non-3d take  
VBZ verb present, 3d person takes  
WDT wh-determiner which  
WP wh-pronoun who, what  
WP$ possessive wh-pronoun whose  
WRB wh-abverb where, when  
IQN* Ignore word sir, madam, please, too (appear be-
fore sentence final punctuations) 
Table J.l: The most important tags (excluding punctu-
ation) 一 referenced from [45 . 
\ 
*Self-defined tag which is used for tagging Ignore words. 
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Appendix K 
Full List of Lexicon and 
contextual rule modifications 
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Example extracted from lexicon Modification  
hope NN VB VBD VBP hope VB NN VBD VBP 
open JJ VBP NN RB open VBP JJ NN RB RP VB 
order NN VBP IN VB order VBP NN IN VB  
purchase NN VB VBP purchase VB VBP NN  
right NN RB VB IN JJ right NN JJ RB VB IN 
smoked VBD JJ VBN smoked JJ VBD VBN  
steamed VBN VBD steamed JJ VBN VBD 
stuffed VBN JJ VBD stuffed JJ VBN VBD  
taste m VB VBP — taste VB VBP NN  
"tastesOT^ VBZ tastes VBZ NNS  
Table K.l: Full list of lexicon modifications. 
Expanded contextual rule with tag IGN introduced 
NN IGN W D N E X T T A G sir . 
NN IGN W D N E X T T A G m a d a m . 
NN IGN W D N E X T T A G ma,am . 
NN IGN W D N E X T T A G mistress . 
RB IGN W D N E X T T A G too . 
VB IGN W D N E X T T A G please • 





Rule Top-down representation Example  
I S — NP VP “I want to reserve a table. ” 
‘Td like a beef steak, potatoes and 
spaghetti. ” 
"Your hill comes to four hundred 
dollars.”  
S — any NP VP “Sure we do. ” 
"By the way, I forgot to order some 
coffee."  
S 一 NP any VP “I only have about 100 dollars.，， 
"I really don，t want a salad. ” 
SQ mD NP VP “Can I have some matches?，， 
“May I take your order?”  
SQ — MD NP any VP “ "Would you also like to try some 
salmons?”  
SO — any MD NP VP “ “For the dessert, would you like 
to try our special green tea ice 
cream?，，  
SQ MD any NP VP ~ “Shouldn't it be four thousand dol-
lars?”  
SQ — vBP NP VP “Do you accept credit card?” 
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SQ —> VBP NP any VP “Do you still want a separate salad 
order?” 
SQ -> VBP NP ADJP "Are you ready to order?”  
SQ — VBZ NP VP “Does the dinner include a drink?” 
SQ -> VBZ NP ADJP “Is it expensive?”  
SBARQ — any SQ "Where is the cloakroom?" 
“What kind of soup would you 
like?” 
"How many glasses will you need?，， 
S — S<INTJ VP> “Please wait for a second. “ 
S —> VP<VB any> “Go ahead. ” 
“Enjoy your meal ” 
S — VP<VBP any〉 ''Are you in a hurry?” 
"Have a nice day. ” 
S — VP<VBZ any> "Is this fine?，，   
^ S — NP VP<any SBAR〉 “I think Fd have the salad instead. ” 
''We hope yov/d enjoyed the meal.，， 
“This is not what i ordered. ” 
S —> SBAR NP VP “If you are in a hurry, I would rec-
ommend the spaghetti. ” 
S — SBAR VP — “If you like steak, have the sirloin. ” 
SQ — VBP NP VP “Do you have any set dinner that 
has chicken in it?”  
^ ~ ~ S — S<NP V P〉 C C S<NP V P > Til have a bourbon and coke and 
the lady will have a gin gimlet. ” 
“The fish is underdone and the 
steak is bloody!” 
“I have ordered the pork for long but 
it hasn't arrived yet. ” 
S — S<NP V P〉 C C S<NP any V P〉 Tm sorry but our restaurant only 
serves the best food. ” 
S S<any V P > CC S<NP VP> “Please wait for a while and the 
meal will he served soon. ” 
3 b A D VP RB “certainly. ” 
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AD VP — RB RB “very well ” 
ADJP JJ “okay, 
“fine.”  
ADJP -> FW “um. ” 
INTJ — JJ good  
INTJ — JJ NN “good morning. ” 
INTJ -> UH "yes. ” 
“hello:  
3c NP — any “Grape juice.，， 
“bottle. ”    
frag —> NP “The wine list. ” 
“One t-hone steak.” 
Table L.l: Full list of top-down generalized representa-
tions with their corresponding example utterances in the 
CUHK Restaurants domain. 
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Appendix M 
Sample Outputs for Automatic 
Utterance Segmentation 
User 's request: "Good afternoon! I'll have a seafood and coke and 
the lady will have a gin gimlet." 
Corresponding rule: Good afternoon ！ {rule 3b) 
I '11 have a seafood and coke {rule 2b) 
and the lady will have a gin gimlet • {rule 26) 
Segmented utterances: “Good afternoon ！ / I ' l l have a seafood and coke 
/ and the lady will have a gin gimlet  
Table M.l: Utterance segmentation of user's request 1. 
User 's request: "I ordered my meal at least forty minutes ago and 
it still hasn^t come. Why is it taking so long?” 
Corresponding rule: I ordered my meal at least forty minutes ago 
(rule 2b) 
and it still has n't come . {rule 2h) 
Why is it taking so long ？ {rule 1) 
Segmented utterances: “I ordered my meal at least forty minutes ago / 
and it still has n't come • / Why is it taking so 
long ？,，   




SCO -> cup I bottle T C o — would you 
S C i hi I oh I okay | certainly T C i -> would you like 
SC2 — seeing | welcoming T C 2 — m a y i 
SCh — afternoon | morning | evening T C 3 — i a m 
SC4 — abc I cu I hilton T C 4 — thank you 
— dark | later T C 5 — anything else 
SCQ — party | steak TCQ — i will 
SC7 — chef I delay T C j — how m a n y 
S C s — bottles I orders T C g — good SC2, 
SCQ — bye 丨 then TC9 — can i 
TCio — help you 
TCii — your order 
TC12 — would you prefer 
TCi3 — this w a y 
Figure N.l: Induced grammar in 14 iterations with M 二 3, iV 二 1. 
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SCQ — cup I bottle TCQ — would you like 
SCi — hi I oh I okay | certainly TCi — m a y i 
SC2 —> seeing | welcoming T C 2 — you like * 
S'Cs — afternoon | morning | evening T C ^ — would you 
SC4 — abc I cu 1 hilton T C 4 — thank you 
5C5 dark | later TC^ — i am 
SCQ — party | steak TCQ — good SC^ 
SC7 — chef I delay T C 7 — how m a n y 
S C s — bottles 1 orders T C s — i will 
SCQ — bye | then T C 9 — anything else 
TCio — your order 
TCii 一 help you 
TC\2 — can i 
TCi3 一 it is * 
T C u — this way 
TC i5 —> would you prefer 
Figure N.2: Induced grammar in 5 iterations with M 二 3，iV 二 3. 
*The 2 extra clusters formed. 
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SCo — cup I bottle T C o would you like 
SCi — hi I oh I okay | certainly TCi — you like 
SC2 — seeing | welcoming T C 2 一 i a m 
S C s afternoon | morning | evening T C ^ — m a y i 
SC^ — abc I cu I hilton T C 4 — thank you 
SC5 -> dark | later | small T C 5 — would you 
SCQ — party | steak TCQ — help you 
SC7 — chef I delay T C 7 — how m a n y 
S C s — bottles I orders T C s — i will 
5C9 -> bye I then 丨 today T C ^ — anything else 
TCio good SCh 
TCN — it is 
TC12 — this way 
TC\z — would you prefer 
TCi4 — your order 
rCi5 —> can i 
TCIQ -> do you * 
TCi7 take your order * 
TC18 — a moment * 
T C i 9 一 m a y i help you * 
TC20 — i a m afraid * 
Figure N.3: Induced grammar in 4 iterations with M 二 3, iV 二 5. 




ANY.ELSE BILL ENJOY.MEAL FOOD  
GREETING HERE HQW-ABT HOW.MANY 
HOW_PPL MODAL� MOMENT  
N1CE_DAY NUM QFXOURSE ORDERED  
P0SIT1VE_FB UNIT RECOMMEND RES-NAME  
SORRY SORRY TABLE THANK  
TIME TITLE WELCOME Y ^  
WHT_T1ME WOULDJJ 丄丨 KE J  
Table 0.1： 30 seeded categories. 
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ANY-ELSE — anything else | will there be anything else ... 
BILL —> your bill comes 
ENJOY.MEAL — enjoy your meal | please enjoy your meal 
FOOD —> spaghetti | milk | rice | tomato | pawns 。.. 
GREETING — good PART.OF.DAY 
HERE —> here you are | here you are 
HOW_ABT — how about 
H O W _ M A N Y — how m a n y 
HOW.PPL —> how m a n y people | how m a n y persons ... 
LOC —> window | bar . •. 
MODAL」 m a y i | can i 
M O M E N T —> just a m o m e n t | a m o m e n t 
NICE—DAY — have a nice day 
N U M —> 1 I 2 I . . . I one | two . . . 
OF-COURSE — of course 
ORDERED — you have ordered 
PART_OF_DAY — afternoon | morning | evening •.. 
P0S1T1VE_FB — okay | yes | ok | certainly | no problem | sure ... 
UNIT 一 bottle I glass | cup ... 
R E C O M M E N D — would recommend 
RES_NAME 一 hilton | abc | cu | hci 
SORRY 一 sorry | i a m sorry ... 
TABLE — a table for | a table for NUM 
THANK — thank you | thanks | thank you very much 
time -> N U M minutes | N U M o'clock | N U M p m . •. 
TITLE — miss I m r | m r s ... 
W E L C O M E —> welcome to 
W H — where | which . •. 
WHT_TIME — at what time | what time 
W〇ULD_U丄IKE — would you like 





Lab(-1 Tagged S(iiitenco(s) Template CoiiUuit  
ACCEPT-CARD you can pay by CREDIT-CARD you can pay by credit card 
ANYJIELP ANY-ELSE i can HELP you anything else i can help you 
ANYTHING-ELSE ANY—ELSE anything else  
WOULD_U-LIKE ANY.ELSE would you like anything else 
would there be ANY—ELSE would there be anything else 
do you need ANY—ELSE do you need anything else 
MODAL」bring you ANY.ELSE may i bring you anything 
else  
MODALJ serve you ANY.ELSE can i serve you anything else 
APOLOGY SORRY sorry | i am sorry | we are 
sorry ... 
SORRY to hear that “ we are sorry to hear that 
ASK_ANY_COURSE W〇ULD_U丄IKE any COURSE would you like any 
#COURSE< dessert > 
ASK_ANY_DRINK WOULD_U丄IKE ANY.DRINK would you like something to 
drink  
WOULD-LLUKE ANY.DRINK would you like anything to 
before YOUR—ORDER drink before your order 
ASK_DAY W H day which day  
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ASK_DRINK WOULD_U_LIKE some DRINK would you like some 
#DRINK<tea> 
ASK_EGG_STYLE HOW丄IKE your FOOD how would you like your 
#FOOD<egg>  
HOW—LIKE your FOOD cooked how would you like your 
祈OQO<egg�cooked 
HOW丄IKE your FOOD done how would you like your 
#FOQD<egg> done  
HOW丄丨KE us to cook your how would you like us to 
FOOD cook your 祈OOOcegg� 
ASK_FOOD WOULD_LLLIKE some FOOD would you like some 
#FOOD<rice> 
ASK—LOC W H WOULD_U_LIKE to sit where would you like to sit 
ASK_NAME_PHONE HAVE.NAME and PHONE.NUM m a y i have your name and 
phone number 
HAVE-NAME and PHONE_NUM m a y i have your initials and 
please phone number  
MODAL-HAVE your initials m a y i have your name and 
and PHONEJMUM phone number  
MIND leaving m e YOUR.NAME would you mind leaving m e 
and PHONE-NUM your name and phone num-
ber  
ASK_PPL_NUM HOW.PPL how m a n y people | for how 
m a n y people  
HOW.PPL please how m a n y people, please 
HOW.PPL are there in your how m a n y people are there 
party in your party  
ASK_ROLL_OR_TOAST WOULD_U_LIKE it with FOOD would you like it with 
or food #FOOD<toasts> or 
肝 QQD<rolls>  
ASK_SMOKE_OPT WOULD—PREFER would you prefer 




ASK_STEAK_STYLE HOW丄IKE your FOOD how would you like your 
#FOOD<steaJc> 
HOW_LIKE your FOOD cooked how would you like your 
#FO〇D<stea]c〉cooked 
HOW丄IKE your FOOD done how would you like your 
#FOOD<steaic〉done 
HOW-LIKE us to cook your how would you like us to 
FOOD cook your 祈OOD<steak> 
ASK_TIME WHT_TIME can we expect you what time can we expect you 
I at what time can we expect 
you  
ASK—WINE WINE would you like some wine 
WINE with your COURSE would you like some wine 
with your #COURSE<meaJ> 
BYE C L 0 S E _ P H R A S E bye | goodbye  
close CLOSE-PHRASE you are welcome  
COME_TO_ORDER LWILL come to TAKE—ORDER i will come to take your or-
der  
COMMIT LWILL i will  
COMMIT-BRING WILL—BRING you some i will bring you some  
CQMMIT_CHANGE W I L L - C H A N G E it for you i will change it for you 
COMMIT—CHECK WILL—CHECK YOUR-ORDER i will check your order with 
with the chef the chef  
C O N F I R M - R E S E R V E y o u have reserved TA- you have reserved a table 
BLE_F0R at TIME for #NUM<foiir〉at #TIME<7 
pni>  
you have a reservation for you have a reservation 
N U M people at TIME for #NUM<foiir〉people at 
#TIME< 7 p m〉 
defer WAIT M O M E N T please wait a m o m e n t  
ENJOY_MEAL ENJOY_MEAL enjoy your #COURSE<meaJ> 
I please enjoy your 
# C O U R S E < breakfast>  
i hope you ENJOY_MEAL i hope you enjoy your 
#COURSE<meaJ> 
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I EXPLAIN—BILL AFRAID there is NUM percent i a m afraid there is 
service charge # N U M < 1 0〉 percent ser-
vice charge 
AFRAID there is NUM percent i a m afraid there is 
tax and N U M percent service # N U M < 1 0 > percent tax 
charge and # N U M < 1 0 > percent 
service charge 
FULL ~ AFRAID the restaurant is full i a m afraid the restaurant is 
now full now 
AFRAID we are fully booked i a m afraid we are fully 
for tonight booked for tonight  
FILL_UP we are filled up right now 
GREETING good PART_0F.DAY good morning | good after-
noon ... 
GREET hi | hello ... 
亚RE HERE here it is | here you are 
INFORM—BILL BILL PRICE your bill is #PRICE<200 dol-
lar s> 
BILL to PRICE your bill comes to 
#PRICE<200 dollars� 
INFORM-CLOSE—TIME the restaurant closes at TIME the restaurant closes at 
TIME<teji pm>  
OPEN till TIME we open till TIME<ten pm> 
INFORM_FOOD FOOD # FOOD〈hum burger〉 
a UNIT of FOOD a #UNIT<piece� of 
并 FOOD�beefsteak� 
INFORM_OPEN_TIME OPEN from TIME to TIME we are open from TIME<9 
am> to TIME<9 pm> 
OPEN at TIME we open at T\W\E< 10 pm> 
INFORM_TODAY_SPEC Today's special is FOOD Today's special is 
#F00D<grj7Jec/ fish� 
NICE_DAY NICE—DAY have a nice day  
OFFERJiELP M O D A U HELP you can i help you | m a y i help 
^  
what M O D A U HELP you what can i help you | what 
m a y i help you 
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WHAT DO what can i do for you 
ORD_COMMIT_TIMEYOUR.FOOD READY in TIME your #FOOD<food�wil l be 
ready in #TIME<5 minutes� 
YOUR-FOOD should ARRIVE your #FOOD<food> should 
within TIME arrive within #TIME<20 min-
utes> 
O R D _ C O N F I R M _ O R D E R ORDERED FOOD you have ordered 
#FOOD<seafood platter> 
ORD_ITS_GOOD ITJS FB_POSITIVE it is good | it is really good 
O R D _ O F F E R MQDAU TAKE-ORDER may i take your order  
MODAL�TAKE-ORDER now may i take your order now 
MODAL」TAKE-ORDER please m a y i take your order please 
MODAL-HAVE YOUR-ORDER m a y i have your order 
PAY_METHOD_WORTH ITJS worth PRICE it is worth ^PR\CE<forty-{ive 
dollars� 
REQ_CARD MODAL—HAVE CREDIT-CARD may i have your credit card 
SEE-YOU SEE-YOU then see you then  
hope to SEE_YOU soon hope to see you soon  
SERVE_DRINK YOUR.DRINK your #DRINK<coffee>  
SERVE_FOOD YOUR.FOOD your 肝OOD<toast>  
SHOW丄OC S H O W you to LOC i will show you to the 
#LQC<bar>  
SHOW—TABLE SHOW you to YOUR.TABLE i will show you to your table 
.•. may i show you to your 
table  
SUGGEST-FOOD HOW_ABT FOOD how about #FO〇D<appJe 
pie>  
i RECOMMEND the FOOD i would r e c o m m e n d the 
#FOOD<appJe pie>  
WOULD—LLUKE some FOOD would you like some 
#FOOD<a_ppJe pie� 
SUGGEST_SMKOPT W〇ULD_U丄IKE a table in would you like a table in 
SMOKE_AREA smoking section  
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SUGGEST—TABLE丄OC WOULDJJ丄IKE a table in LOG would you like a table in the 
or LOC #LOC<main restaurant�or in 
the #LOC<prjVate rooni> 
SUGGEST—TIME HQW-ABT TIME how about #TIME<7 o'docJo 
TAKE-SEAT TAKE—SEAT please take a seat | please 
take your seat 
TAKE—TIME TAKE_TIME please take your time  
THANK THANK thank you 丨 thanks | thank 
you very much 
THIS_WAY T H I S - W A Y this way  
WAIT MIND waiting would you mind waiting 
MIND waiting for TIME would you mind waiting for 
^TmE<10 minutes>  
MIND waiting for a while would you mind waiting for 
a while  
MIND waiting until ITJS free would you mind waiting un-
til it is free  
WAITJVPOLOGY SORRY for keeping you wait- i a m sorry for keeping you 
ing waiting 
SORRY to have kept you we are sorry to have kept 
waiting you waiting  
WELCOME_REST W E L C O M E REST welcome to 
#REST_NAME<i2iitoii> restau-
rant 
W H A T W H T _ D 0 what can i do for you  
POSITIVE-FB yes | certainly | okay  
Table P.l: Full list of semi-automatically-induced re-
sponse templates with example tagged sentences. 
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Appendix Q 
Details of the Statistical 
Testing Regarding Grice's 
Maxims and User Satisfaction 
The parameter of interest is the difference in Maxims/User Satisfaction 
score 111 of the three tasks: RESERVATION, ORDER—FOOD and BILL. 
HQ : flQ 二 3 
丑1 : / i i � 3 
a 二 0.05 
n 二 10 
The test statistic is to 二 
Reject Hq if to > to.o5,io = 1-812 
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For Evaluating Dialog System using Hand-designed Re-
sponse Templates 
无,s, to = f ^ RESERVATION ORDER-FOOD B ^  
M. Quality x = 4.0，s = 0.8’ 4.1, 5 = 0.7, x = 4.0, 二 1.1, 
to - ^ - 3.953 to ^ ^ ^ 4.970 t �二 綠 = 2 . 8 7 5 
M. Quantity x - 4.2, s = 1.1, x 二 4.1, s = 0.9, 无 二 4.0, s 二 0.8, 
to - - 3.450 to ^ ^ ^ 3.865 tp ^ ^ ^ 3.953 
M. Relevance 无二 3.9, s = 0.6， 无二 3.8, s 二 0.9, 疋二 4.2, s 二 1.0， 
t o - 4 . 7 4 3 to ^ ^ ^ 2.811 tp ^ ^ ^ 3.795 
M. M a n n e r 无 二 4.4, s = 0.7, x 二 4.1, s 二 0.7, 疋=4.1, s = 0.7, 
S a t i s f a c t i o n x 二 4.1, s = 0.7, x 二 4.0，s 二 0.7, x 二 4.0, s 二 0.8, 
k 二 二 4.970 I to 二 二 4.518 I to 二 錄 
Table Q.l: Details of statistical testing of our dialog system using hand-
designed response templates. 
Conclusion: 
Since all to > 1.812, we reject Hq and conclude at the 0.05 level of sig-
nificance that our system achieves better results than average in terms of all 
the Grice's Maxims and User Satisfaction for the three tasks. 
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For Evaluating Dialog System using Semi-Automatically-
Induced Response Templates 
X, S, to = F ^ RESERVATION — ORDER-FOOD B ^  
M. Quality x = 4.1, 5 - 0 . 9 , x = 3.9, s 二 1.0, x 二 3.7，s 二 1.2, 
- ^ - 3.865 to 二 畠 = 2 . 8 4 6 f 二 ㈱ 二 1.845 
M. Q u a n t i t y x - 3.4, 5 = 1.0, 无=4.0, s 二 1.1, 无二 4.0, s 二 1.1, 
to - - 1-265 to ^ ^  ^ 2.875 tp ^  ^  ^ 2.875 
M. Relevance x = 4.2, 5 = 1.1, 无二 3.8, == 0.9， 无二 4.3, s 二 1.3, 
to 二 1 ^ : 3 . 4 5 0 to 二纖二 2.811 to 二糕二 3.162 
M. Manner 疋二 3.6, s = 0.8, 无=3.6, s 二 1.1, 无二 4.2, <s = 1.3, 
to - - 2.372 to ^ ^  ^ 1.725 tp ^  ^  ^ 2.919 
S a t i s f a c t i o n x - 3.5, s = 0.8, x 二 3.8, s = 0.9, x 二 4.0, s 二 1.2, 
丨 力 。 二 ^ ^ = 1 . 9 7 6 | 力 。 = 織 二 2 . 8 1 小 。 二 糕 = 2 . 6 3 5 | 
Table Q.2: Details of statistical testing of our dialog system using semi-
automatically-induced response templates. 
Conclusion: 
Since most of the to > 1.812 (except the Maxim of Quantity for RESER-
VATION task and the Maxim of Manner for ORDER task), we reject HQ 
and conclude at the 0.05 level of significance that our system achieves bet-
ter results than average in terms of most of the Grice's Maxims and User 
Satisfaction for the three tasks. 
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